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B00KTHIEF.COM: 'The textbook black market' 
Web site gives bookstores a run for their money 
tYCAKOUKBUNZKO 
(uniutn| wnkt 
College bookstores beware - booktheif.com, a 
national Web site designed to bring textbook-buyers 
and sellers together, is letting students pick their 
prices. 
The Web site serves as a national database where 
students can buy and sell used textbooks to fellow 
classmates. Referred to as a textbook black market, 
the site is used by 3,200 college communities across 
the I' s and Canada so tar and plans to eventually 
encompass all campuses nationwide. 
Its goal is to provide a service that will brig 
competition to die college textbook market and 
consequently force bookstores to knver their prices. 
"As a financially independent student paying for 
my own books, it can be really tough sometimes with 
prices being so high," freshman Liz Lahayne said. "It's 
a relief knowing that someone is trying to help us." 
Some students think the Web site could affect 
bookstore revenue. 
"Lower prices mean competition tor bookstores, 
and they're going to haw to soften their prices too if 
they want to continue making a profit.* sophomore 
Amanda Nessenbaum said. 
The college textbook market has become a virtual 
monopoly because of a lack of competition, and book 
prices have risen as a result, growing at double the rate 
of inflation over the past 20 >ears, according to the 
Association of College Bookstores. 
TrieUnfvvrsityOutpostrKiweveT.aTnainsc'onfKlnit 
that its customers will continue to buy from it. 
"Competition is always good," owner Jess Woher 
said. "There are already plenty of places that regulate 
prices. I wouldn't think anything more of it than any 
other type of rompetrtion that's out there." 
TTie University Bookstore's director said he felt 
similarly. 
"Our experience with these other Web sites is that 
they claim good prices, but the availability isn't usually 
mete," said John Rheault, director of the University 
Bookstore. "Sometimes our prices are a little higher, 
but our stock is always there, so it's a convenience 
factor." 
Kheauh thinks the lack of availability of pre- 
owned textbooks will keep students coming back to 
the University Bookstore regardless of its higher prices 
and lower book return rates. 
Textbook prices have been high forever., and it's 
not often up to the bookstore to aVtermine prices," be 
said. That always comes from the publishers." 
The Web site boasts an aasy-to-navigate interface. 
Shopping on Bttoklhief.com one can narrow the search 
down to their specific college or university, meaning 
IK) shipping and handling charges or waiting around 
for books to arrive in the mail. All transactions can be 
done on campus, and after paying a one-time start-up 
fee of .99 cents, students can post classified-like ads for 
wanted txx>ks or for-sale items. 
"If you ran look bock and SM some good things that happened, that really helps the children to heal.' MOLLY PALLAVKINI 
OPERATION 
CHRIST 
Student Ambassadors sponsor toy drive 
for Harrisonburg foster children 
BY CAROLINE C0URM0Y« 
stiff writ* 
The unforgettable joy of waking up on 
Christmas morning to cookies and presents 
from Santa Claus is an experience not enjoyed 
by all, but this holiday season, JMU Student 
Ambassadors are holding their 8lh-annual 
Operation Santa Claus to spread that joy to 
foster care children in Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County. 
Operation Santa Claus will take place in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre on Tuesday at 7 p.m. It 
will feature 13 acts including Note-Oriety, The 
Dukettes, Madison Project and Exit 245, all for 
$5 or an unwrapped toy. 
"JMU is such an awesome campus that 
it's easy to get lost in the JMU bubble, so it's 
important for us to make sure we turn an open 
eye to the local problems and things that could 
be a lot better in our local community," said 
sophomore Dinwiddie Lampton IV, OSC co- 
committee head. 
last year, OSC raised $4,600. up from 
only $500 the first year. This year its goal is 
to surpass last year's record, according to Cory 
Giordano, OSC Co-Committee Head. 
Members have already raised $225 from a 
fundraiser at Caesar's Italian Restaurant and 
have upcoming fundraisers at Qdoba Mexican 
Grill. Cici's Pizza, 
and Coldstone 
Creamery, 
according to 
Giordano. OSC is also co- 
sponsoring the showing of Across 
the Universe at Grafton Thursday and 
Friday. All proceeds go to the children of 
the Harrisonburg/Rockingham Social Services 
District (HRSSD). 
The foster children, 207 In all, are currently 
under the care of the HRSSD, according 
to HRSSD Foster Care Supervisor Molly 
Pallavicini. 
Children are removed from their home 
and placed in foster care for different reasons. 
Parental problems such as child abuse, illness, 
substance or alcohol abuse, incarceration and 
death are the most common, according to 
Pallavicini. 
The money OSC raises will guarantee all 
207 children a present this Christmas. The 
social service workers contact every child and 
get an idea of what they want. Although they 
cannot give every child a Wii, Pallavicini said 
they try to get them what they asked for or 
something similar. 
"(When the kidsopen their presents) they are 
so excited and happy," she said. "It's that fed INK 
of'oh-my-gosh someone thought about me.' It's 
something 
that they never 
forget." 
"It'sa positive memory for them," Pallavicini 
said. "If you can look back and see some good 
things that happened, that really helps the 
children to heal." 
OSC members strive not only to bring joy 
to the children in a time of celebration but also 
to teach them a valuable lesson that will stick 
with them. 
'We want them to just be happy and have 
a wonderful holiday season," Lampton said. 
"Our hopes are that in turn later in their lives, 
they'll realize that there are other people 
making strong efforts to help them improve 
their situation and they'll want to give back in 
the same way." 
Mercy House gives homeless a fresh start 
BY KATIE KING 
contributing miter 
UROLMDMS/MRP 
Junior Kmton Morrubbtn is ont JMU wluntt* who works at Mercy How's thrift store 
Twila Lee said she watched with sadness, 
but not surprise, as a young woman made 
her way to the Mercy' House pantry and 
began raiding it for food. 
Lee had seen this woman before, a 
drug-addicted mother of five who stopped 
by Mercy House periodically to ask for 
thrift store vouchers or extra food. As 
the executive director of Mercy House, a 
Christian homeless shelter located at 247 N. 
High Street. Lee usually tried to oblige her 
requests. On this particular day. however. 
Lee experienced an epiphany. 
"I just looked at her and told her to 
stop," Lee said. "I realized I had been 
enabling her." 
With the end of no-strings-attached 
support   from  the  shelter,   the   woman 
joined a local county rehab program. After 
completing rehab, she and her five children 
become official, rule-abiding residents of 
Mercy House. 
Following the rules at Mercy House 
means she abstained from alcohol and 
drugs, submitted to drug testing, obtained 
a job within 3 weeks and saved half of her 
monthly earned income. Additionally, she 
attended parenting classes. 
Although l-ee admits that originally 
this woman was the last person she wanted 
to take in, she now considers her a Mercy 
House success story. Lee expects the woman 
will lv ready to move out on her own next 
month and praises her accomplishments. 
Mich u her recent promotion at work and 
attainment of her learners permit, but is 
most proud of her for simply becoming a 
Orientation 
program 
greets 
challenges 
BY VWIAN YUN AND KALEIGH MAHER 
(ontributmi writtr t news erJrter • 
As       JMU's        enrollment 
continually       increases,       the 
' Orientation program is 
challenging itself to grow with 
these changes. 
Since 1999, the number of first- 
year students has steadily grown, 
this year there were close to 3900 
first-year students, and JMU 
expects around 4000 first-year 
students next year. 
"It's not about the [year to 
yearj student difference, but [the 
increase) from 1999 until now, 
we can't continue to squeeze in 
students." Director of Orientation 
Steve Grande said. 
Grande said the changes being 
made to the Orientation program 
will provide more individualized 
attention during advising and 
registering for classes. The program 
itself is increasing, adding two more 
Orientation Program Assistants 
(who will now be known as 
Orientation Peer Advisers) to the 
program. 
The OPAs will serve asacademic 
role models by preparing students 
about credits before meeting their 
advisers, and it's nice if they haven't 
talked to a peer about it." Grande 
said. 
The structure of the program 
is not the only thing undergoing 
changes. The program's content 
is being adjusted as well. 
"Orientation invests a lot of time 
for the new students so we want 
to make sure students are learning 
and developing as a result." Grande 
said. 
The new Orientation program 
will provide information about 
majors online and other online 
tools will be available for making 
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POLICE LOG 
BY KfUYCONNIf Furfur 
Drunk in public, destroying state property, assault and battery on a police officer and 
obstruction of justice 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public, destroying state property, assault and battery 
iiul uhsinu'tion of justice on Bradlcv Drive on Nov. to at 9:15 p.m. 
Drunk in public and public drunkenness 
A JMU studiiit WM charged with drunk in public and public drunkenness at the P Lot on Nov.11 
at 2:10 ;i m 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and public drunkenness at the C-10 Lot on 
Nov.11 at 3:20 a.m. 
A JMU student was charged w'ith drunk in public and public drunkenness at Garber Hall on 
Nov. 16 at 9:57P.m. 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and public drunkenness at Chesapeake Hall 
on Nov.17 at 12:21 a.m. 
Larceny and fraud 
A JMU student reported the theft of an unattended JAC Card and fraudulent purchases made 
on card between Nov.i and Nov.8 at an unknown time. 
Larceny 
A JMU employee reported the theft of a "no parking" sign valued at $60.00 at White Hall on 
an unknown date and time. 
A JMU employee reported the possible theft of a package from mail services at the Warren 
Campus Center on Nov. 8 at 4:39 p.m. 
A JM U student reported the theft of a $300.00 iPod, $60.00 in cash and two gift cards from her 
pniM in Chesapeake Hall between Nov.i at 4:00 p.m. and Nov.4 at 8:00 p.m. 
A JMU employee reported the theft of a JMU parking hang tag from a vehicle in G-Lot at an 
unknown date and time. 
Possession of marijuana 
Three JMU students were charged with possession of marijuana and a drug violation at Mauck 
Stadium on Nov. 6 at 10:59 p.m. 
Two JMU students were charged with possession of marijuana and a drug violation at Huffman 
Hall on Nov.7 at 5:37 p.m. 
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27:47 
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With eight years of eifwrniKi, Evtroretn Ire* Form manager Jim Culptpper helps the annual 1,300 customers find a chfistmas tree. Customers (on choose from about 2000 trees throughout the ?i«re land ummwm i*|i«**b 
BY AIMEF HUYNH 
contributing writer 
s the holidays approach, people every- 
where   are  searching   for   the   perfect 
Christmas tree. While many opt for an 
artificial  one,  Virginia  is  full  of tree 
farms  with  evergreens  waiting  to  be 
' picked. 
jMy family) gels our tree from  Home  Depot or 
Safeway parking lots." freshman Christine Dang said. 
Junior Lauren Sorrentino s family uses a similar tactic. 
"My family used to get it from a gardening place," 
she said. "Now we have a fake tree that we bought from 
Costco. We've had it for about three years." 
In   llarrisonburg,   the closest   ChriMnus  tree  farm 
is Kvergreen Tree Farm, about a 20-minute drive from 
campot. 
Manager Jim Culpepper. who has worked for the farm 
tor about eight years, uses his expertise to help people find 
I Christmas tree for their home. 
"Then' are six types of trees that are grown here on the 
farm: White Pine. Scotch Pine, Colorado Spruce, Norway 
Spruce, Concolor Kir and Canaan Fir," he said. "We also 
sell Dmiglas Fir, but this is brought in from another place 
because we do not have any ready. And Fraser Fir is also 
brought in from a farm in I-.UK> Gap. Va. because it can't 
IK-grown lu-iv ' 
When talced which kind of tree was most popular, 
Culpepper jokingly •ald,,,Tau.™IIewentonloeB5)latothal 
ii tnke.s about ■even t<> eight peen (of ;■ brae to grow from 
a seedling to a six to seven foot tree. 
'Musi people CDOOM NVODriEXM trvts MCLtUM their 
ceilings are about algfal feet tall," he said. 
Since tin- t.irm is .1 chooao and-cul operation, custom- 
ers can walk around the ai-acres to choose from about 
2000 trees. Then workers shake the tree clean and wrap 
it up to make transporting it home etflier 
Averaging around 1,300 customers each Mason, 
Evergreen Tree Farm has been around for ,1 while   h.iwd 
ThooiM bought the esdsttng Cum after tttpravfooaownei 
retired in 1987. 
"i'm a forester, so naturally 1 like outdoor things/ 
he said. 'I worked for the previous owner, and thai u 
lie WM getting ready to retire I ottered to buy it from 
him." 
Contrary' *° the idea that there isn't work left to do 
after Christmas is over. Thomas and the others work on 
the farm year round. They need to prepare for the next 
season, and in doing so, need to oonatatttrj care for the 
tram 
lii. n is planting In the spring, tertili/ing. ueed con- 
trol, trimming, mowing, watching out (brinaacta,' Tnomaa 
said. "There's enough to keep us bus\ \ear round 
0n-campus weather stations to 
provide data (or science classes 
BY ASHI0N SMITH 
mil writer 
ISAT professor Cindy Klevickis plans to use the 
four new weather monitoring stations, loeated at ISAT. 
Wilson Hall. Memorial Hall and the Edith Carrier 
Arboretum, to create hands on data eolleetion and 
interpretation experiences foi next .semester's <;SCI 160 
series classes. 
"Everything lies together." she said "We gel to 
research the air quality and we get to reach out to the 
community." 
The stations measure surface ozone, temperature, 
wind direction, relative humidity, cloud coverage 
and cloud type. liSCI 160 students will periodically 
check the stations and reset them so that the data is 
consistent. 
"The data is real, not like in a lab, hut it is data that is 
really used," Klein ki- stjd 
The   weather   monitoring   stations   were   put 
through Global learning and observations to benefit the 
Environment (GLOBE), I |'ingrain tundedbv the National 
Science Foundation and NASA 
Lynn Kadocha. outreach program administrator 
for the department of Integrated science and technol- 
ogy and Tiffanv Tinner, air quality outreach coordina- 
tot lor the SHENAIK Institute, installed the stations 
Nov. B, 
"The air monitoring stations are an educational com- 
ponent,,( (JLOBE. a worldwide teaching and learning 
program to enhance scientific discovery and environ- 
mental stewardship." Turner said. "Through the air 
quality stations, students can take scientifically valid 
measurements and rctMirl the data they collect through 
the Internet " 
JMU partnered with (JLOBE in 2006 and now stu- 
dents will be able to use the weather monitoring stations 
lo get man data to Cd-OBE analysts. 
"Project GLOBE lets itudenti poet date 00 1 nation- 
al database be,ails, thev nnlv have satellite leadings.' 
Klevickis said. "Now they will get ground readings 
too." 
The weather monitoring stations were pur, has,-,I 
through .1 S2H00 grant from the Integrated Science and 
Technology department Klevickis was inspired by (trie 
of the GLOBE workshops that taught teachers about the 
^1.ill,ins and luiw tt, make weather equipment on their 
own. 
I knew im sliiilenls would relate to thai." Klevickis 
said 
Klevickis said she knnws her sludellts ale no! ll Ilk 
ones who will benefit from the stations. 
"Students can use (Ins 1,1 develop research protocols." 
Kiev i, kis said     The program will then be used in middle 
sec WlAMIR poo. 4 
HUIIM imfSr^m 
Weather stotions ore posted ot ISAT. Wilson Holl, Memorial Hall and Ike f dim 
Corriei Arboretum They provide constant dolo mot GSCI160 dosses (an use 
lot research 
Art history group to 
exhibit artwork 
WHEN Dec. M 
WHERE 131 Grace Street 
COST: ON 
WHAT: Ike Art History 489 
(loss group is showing its 
work in trie orlWorks Go! 
lery Exhibition The exhibit 
will be open Irom noon to 
S p.m. on Monday Thursday 
ond noon to4pm on Friday 
t Saturday. 
Jazz and Steel Band 
to perform together 
WHEN: Tonight. 8 p m 
WHERE. Wilson Holl 
Auditorium 
COST: SI 
WHAT The JMU Jot; Band 
and Steel bond are perform 
ing together For more infor- 
mation (all the School of Mu 
sir's Concert Hotline ot S68 
3481 to check venue ond time 
(honges 
Honor Symposium 
presents on child abuse 
WHEN Wednesday St 15pm 
WHERE ISAT/CS159 
COST tree 
WHAT: The Honoc Symposium [under 
the topic (Dis)union] is having its lost 
program of the semester Joonn Gray 
son, prolessor of psychology and Vir- 
ginia Distinguished Faculty of the 
Year, is presenting 'Fracture in the 
Family Child Mollieolmenl and Child 
Abuse Prevention' 
New health consulting 
Arm to improve efficiency 
The  UVA Health System 
has selected Cloraview, a strat- 
egy ond technology consulting 
?E     firm to develop a database to 
<
~-
>
     improve the quality of patient 
—    cote 
In an ellori 10 maiitniie 
o efficiency, the datobose will 
~_"    moke hospital beds mote avail 
2 °ble ""d accessible, according 
3 lo flie Ctntn Daily. 
l/S 
Students track owls to study 
winter migration habits 
Seniors Stephanie McGinness and 
Weston Sells spent the semester tracking 
ond trying lo catch and band the North 
ern sow whet owls at C F Phelps Wildlife 
Management Atea in Summetduck. 
This is the third yeat independent 
study students hove attempted to study 
where the owls fly during winter migro 
lion During the first year they evaluated 
live owls, the second yeai they got two 
and this year they found one. 
o«S 
Freshman and coach 
die In car accident 
WIM's freshmon Ben 
Gutenbeig died at the Vitginio 
Commonwealth University Modi 
col Center Tuesday afternoon of 
let suffering injuries sustained 
in a Nov 10 (ai Occident neat 
Richmond 
Pete Conomikes, a fencing 
coach, was olso killed during the 
ciash Two other students wete 
injured 
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WEATHER: SHENAIR works to ex- 
pand GLOBE network to Richmond 
WHTHIlt Iron pop 3 
and high schools nationwide." 
Klcvickis is the only professor implementing 
the program in her classes right now, but she s.ml 
she expects others will utilize them soon. 
"The stations are visible around CMBDW, M it 
is not just for my students, but other JMU students 
can lake away [research opportunities] from them 
as well." 
JMU inspired other schools to take advantage 
of the opportunity. 
"Recently. JMU's Center for Energy and 
Environmental Sustainability has collaborated 
with several primary and secondary schools in the 
area." Turner said. "Both Broadway High School 
and Grace Christian School now have these stations 
installed and available for use by their science 
classes." 
SHENAIR Ls currently working on a project to 
extend the JMU GLOBE network to the Richmond 
area by installing the stations at Fred D. Thompson 
and Lucille M. Brown Middle Schools. 
The Facebook launches new 
application to sell tickets online 
BY HOWARD PfRLMAN 
Ihtlialt 
WASHINGTON - A compa- 
ny that helps event planners 
sell tickets online launched a 
Facebook application called 
"Ticketing" that would allow 
AU clubs and organizations to 
sell tickets to events posted on 
Facebook. 
TicketLeap, the company 
that created the application, 
was interested in making the 
application after Facebook 
CEO Mark Zuckerberg opened 
his social networking site to 
external developers last June, 
according to Carolyn Daniel, 
TicketLeap's corporate man- 
ager. 
AU's Student Union Board, 
which charges for tickets to 
performances in Bender Arena 
and occasional performances in 
the Tavern, may eventually use 
TicketLeap's Facebook appli- 
cation, said Cole Morrison, 
assistant director of SUB. 
"I am sort of hesitant of a 
new system; 1 want to make 
sure that it can handle a large- 
scale show," he said. 
The company was also inter- 
ested in launching its applica- 
tion through Facebook because 
students use it an average of 
two hours per day, according 
to Christopher Stanchak. CEO 
and founder of TicketLeap. 
"It's the No. l platform 
that they use to promote their 
events with their friends on 
campus."   he   said    "It   just 
makes sense that they sell tick- 
ets in the same place." 
Event planners who add the 
application can send requests 
to friends to purchase tickets, 
and all Facebook users may 
click on that event and use 
a credit card to buy tickets. 
People can print the tickets 
they bought, Daniel said. 
Facebook users who 
purchase tickets through 
TicketLeap do not have to add 
the application themselves. 
Only the event organizer 
needs to add the application, 
she said. 
TicketLeap charges event 
planners a convenience fee of 
$1 per ticket. This fee is less 
than the fee TicketLeap plac- 
es on tickets sold through its 
main Web site, Stanchak said. 
SUB currently uses 
Ticketmaster, a company that 
also provides online ticketing, 
to sell some of its tickets to 
Bender Arena performances. 
SUB also sells tickets 
through the Student Activities 
desk and some tickets at the 
door if they are still available 
before the performance. 
These practices would con- 
tinue if the board began to 
use the Facebook application, 
Morrison said. "We definite- 
ly make Facebook events for 
the events we host, so 1 think 
being able to put a link right 
on the Facebook event is a 
good idea." he said. "It's some- 
thing worth looking into." 
The Kennedy Political 
UnlOD, which sells tickets for 
Family Weekend guest speak- 
er events to students' parents 
and other family members, 
would probably not use the 
Facebook application for this 
event since many parents and 
family members of AU stu- 
dents do not use Facebook, 
said Reid Rosenberg, KPU's 
volunteers coordinator. 
"This is the first time I've 
heard of this, and we might 
be able to find uses for it if we 
look at it closely." he said. 
The TicketLeap applica- 
tion may also help groups 
fundraise, said Emily Willard. 
a senior in the School of 
International Service who 
is planning an alternative 
spring break trip to Mexico 
through the Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual. Transgender and 
Ally Resource Center and the 
Community Service Center. 
"Looking from the view- 
point of someone who does 
a lot of organizing, I use 
Facebook a lot to get the word 
out about events that I do,' 
she said. "Lots of people say 
they are going to fundrais- 
ing events, but if they could 
get their tickets right through 
Facebook, I think you could 
get more people to buy tick- 
ets and get a better idea of 
how many people are going to 
attend." 
TicketLeap may eventu- 
ally add applications to other 
social networking sites, such 
as MySpace, to broaden its 
potential audience, Stanchak 
said. 
For you, good enough just isn't good enough. 
You're driven to go above and beyond Temple's programs in tourism, hospitality, sport, 
and recreation management will help turn your ambition into achievement, giving you 
the leadership tools and networking resources to succeed Don't |ust reach for the stars. 
Become one as well 
To learn more, call 215-204-3103 or visit us *t — —iptt irlii'tthmfrnHafa 
Join us for one ol our upcoming information sessions on main campus. 
1700 N Broad St. Room 412. at 5 p m 
November 15 |  December 10 | January 23 
Schtx»l of Tourism 
;in>l Hospitality Management 
LOUS: f 
The office of the Special Assistant to the President for Diversity 
is pleased to announce the winners of the Diversity Enhancement 
Award Program (DEAP) and Innovative Diversity Efforts Award (IDEA) 
Grant. 
DEAP 
The purpose of the DEAP awards is to recognize 
individuals and units that have demonstrated a 
significant commitment to enhance diversity at James 
Madison University. 
We are pleased to announce the DEAP winners for the 
2007-2008 academic year. 
Faculty Winner: Cheryl Beverly. Professor, Special 
Education, Exceptional Education Department 
Staff Winner: Shari Arehart, operations analyst. Office 
of Financial Aid 
Student Winner: Kelly Greer, senior. Sociology Major 
Department Winner: Career and Academic Planning 
IDEA 
The IDEA Grant program represents efforts that impact 
Academic, Administrative and Student diversity 
efforts.  This award provides funds to faculty and 
staff members who want to test innovative ideas and/or 
develop sustainable activities and projects that will 
enrich the diversity of JMU. 
We are pleased to announce the IDEA Grant winners for 
the 2007-2008 academic year. 
Jennifer Kasey and Dusty Krikau - Facilitating 
Students' Awareness of White Privilege: The "Growing 
up White: Making Whiteness Visible" Workshop Set 
The first objective of this workshop series is 
intended to help majority students to understand that 
they are included in diversity efforts on campus. 
Kathryn Stevens and Melanie Brimhall-Madison - Prism 
Gallery: Reflecting Diversity at JMU. 
Jody Fagan - African American Biographical Database 
Holly Wade - UREC - African Kukuwa Dance:  This dance 
form will be offered in UREC as a new aerobic class to 
provide learning and cultural awareness through 
exercise. 
Jennifer   Coffman  and  Matthew  Chamberlin   -   Profiles   In 
Diversity 
Kay Knickrehm  and  Glenn  Hastedt   -   Promoting Diversity 
within the New College of Public and   International 
Affairs:   A  Graduate  Fellows   Program 
College  of   Integrated  Science  &  Technology/College  of 
Business   -   Creation   of  an  internal  climate  study  for 
their colleges 
College   of  Sci«nce  &  Mathematics.   Diversity Council 
Diversity  dialogues  and  conversations 
College  of  Education       Voices   Program 
c2^ 
A very special thank you 
to all those who 
submitted nominations 
within each award 
program.  We appreciate 
your continued support 
and recognition of 
diversity efforts at JMU. 
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ORIENTATION: 
Changes provide 
chance to re-evaluate 
OtlENTATION from from 
o.irerr ctrris s 
There will be two dates 
added to Summer Springboard 
to make 14 days total. 
Summer Springboard will 
sec some changes with a 
stronger emphasis on making 
responsible decisions regarding 
alcohol and the importance 
academics at JMU. 
The OneBook all incoming 
students receive is also being 
redone to consolidate the 
information and present it as 
clearly as possible 
Orientation Program 
Assistant in 2006 and Student 
Orientation Coordinator. 
2006-07 Melissa Noble 
and Student Orientation 
Coordinator Kelsey Pack agree 
that the changes will positive. 
"It will encourage student 
involvement in the university 
and to take part in the 
academics which are a vital role 
at JMU and beyond." Noble 
said.  "The emphasis on class 
and education is extremely 
important and Orientation 
will    reflect    that    change." 
Grande also hopes the 
changes will create a 
meaningful experience 
for       incoming       students. 
"I hope this will mean that 
students will get an increased 
personal experience despite 
the growing size of JMU 
and they get a clear sense 
of what is expected of them 
as new students and make 
connections with students, 
staff and  faculty,"  he said. 
Coordinator of Student 
Staff Dan Murphy said 
the changes will allow the 
Orientation staff a chance to 
re-evaluate their program. 
"It will give us an 
opportunity to look at the 
programs and |see) what's 
working," Murphy said. "We 
get to use that creative energy 
to make new programs and 
continue to improve the 
program." 
The JuniM (km (ouiKil hosted Ike oonuol Tree lighting Ceremony lost night on the Quod Attendee 
■otthed the leiemony 
Final Kxams aw NEXT WKKK 
Don t panicl The Bream will pi yen through it 
I. Read the paper. foe* up with news, sports and the 
arts, even if you're stuck in the stacks. 
S. I)n thesiidoktC It'll improve your math aud 
critical thinking skills. 
•I. And don't forget the crossword! Build up your vo- 
cabulary before those final essays are due 
Winter Break will he here before von know it 
500,000 
BARGAIN BOOKS 
Green Valley 
BOOK 
FA I R 
OPEN 
TODAY 
thru December 9th 
from 9AM to 7PM daily 
Over 60 Different Categories 
McfvtnM... 
lltoratme • Poetry • Drama • General 
fiction • Science fktion • American t 
rVorM History Reiioion • Health t 
Sell-Heh • Hlask History • Science 
• Hature I Oatdaors • Pet Guides 
• Cooking • Gardening • Business • 
Audio loots • Travol • Dictionaries • 
Flos over 1000 Ditterent ChUrm's 
look lirks 
Only 15 Minutes from JMU 
Green Valley Book Fair 
2l92GreenVall«yln. 
Mt Crawford, VA 22841 
800-385-0099 
www.gvbookfoir.com 
xe rr 
Locoled only 15 minutes south of JMU. 
e 1-81 south to Exit 240; turn east on 
U. 682 i follow the signs. 
MERCY HOUSE: Home created to 
keep homeless families together 
MERCY HOUSE, from front 
bcttannou i "is is rmt surprising, 
considering that Mercy House was 
founded primarily on the principle 
that parents and children need 
one another and should not be 
broken up due to homclcssness. 
"Homelessness often causes 
families to be separated," Lee said. 
"Children will be sent to live with 
relatives or put into foster care." 
As the people of Harri* mhurg 
became aware of this problem, a 
group of private citizens decided 
to help by founding Mercy House, 
a families-only shelter, in 1988. 
Over the years this shelter has 
been a brown-brick sanctuary for 
families who want to stay together 
while getting back on their feet. 
Despite the seriousness of the 
situation, Lee said the general 
atmosphere at Mercy House is 
surprisingly upbeat, especially 
among its youngest residents. 
"Hie kids love it here." Lee said. 
"We are all about these kids." 
Snack times, field trips and 
66- 
It really gives you 
a better outlook. It 
opens your eyes. 
- JAMIE KOSLOSKY 
iuniw 
-95 
after-school tutoring are just a 
few examples of programs offered 
to children. Many JMU students 
land I helping hand with these 
activities. Junior Anton Maul, 
who participated in the tutoring 
program, described helping out 
at Mercy House as an amazing 
experience. 
"It was a lot of fun and also a 
lot of work, but it was definitely 
worth it," Maul said. The kids 
kept it entertaining and I got to 
help people out." 
Junior Jamie Koslosky 
started volunteering at Mercy 
House this past September and 
said she has really enjoyed lier 
experience. 
"I went in thinking the kids 
would be sad and depressed but 
they were runningaround. playing 
just like any other children." She 
said. "It really gives you a better 
outlook. It opens your eyes." 
Lee is grateful for the number 
of students from JMU who 
volunteer at Mercy House. 
"The students are a real 
blessing." She said. "I can honestly 
say that we could not run Mercy 
House without JMU." 
731 Mt. Clinton Pike 
Harrisonburg 
540.433.4880 
Mon-Sat 9:30-5 
CELEBRATE. RE-CREATE. 
Make new holiday traditions 
with fair trade handicrafts. 
Capiz bowh and 
ornaments from the 
Philippines, candle 
holders from 
Indtme.sui. and 
tablecloths from 
Inaia 
. • 
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Madison Moments in full gear Red campaigns focus 
hurts AIDS initiative 
BY AIDE f ERAS 
TheEoflc 
Modrson Momenty an online loltwlion of photos featuring ti 
IY VIVIAN YUM 
(Mttrifcuting wnl«f 
As the first hiilfutth^lViiifimial year CWIK'S 
to an end. Madison Moments, an online oil 
lectiun of im|>oii.(nt 0MBM tmin the history of 
.lMI.i-.in tulN-wing. 
Nmvink'r was tin- lust month featured on 
:!» (Vnt<-niii.i! VV.-I.MU-. wliifii .%iil !■■ nj-LiUil 
vmvum/tm* 
flh in JMU's hrUory, hot on exhibit set up in the Comer Ukfory. This exhibit features post and present wmrsiry presidents. 
each month featuring events from JMU's history. 
m Mi.inenb- will lead optothe March 
2008 Centennial Week CeJebratkm, held from 
March 10-16. Students seem to be looking for- 
um 1 in following Madison Moments as well as 
participating in tlie Centennial Celebration next 
seinestei 
"I think it's pretty cool to be a part of the Cen- 
tennial Cektoration," junior .Jad** Webster said. 
"A hundred yvars is a big dcnL and it's something 
that dues iKrtha|>pen ft* arK>ti»CT^ I 
think it wonkl Ix* interning to read about Madison 
MiHiientsbn^uiscMllsivthi-chiingt^aiKltiie inter- 
esting events that s happened at JMU." 
To view additional infonnation alxmt the 
(Vnu-niii.il (Vlehration and Madison Monn-iiLs. 
visit jimi-edu/tvnteimiakvlebnttion/nionwiits 
•Almt 
WASHINGTON - I lie Product 
Red campaign amid do more to 
ligln AIUS in Africa if it focused 
less on consumerism, said Erin 
Bums, national orgaiii/er for the 
Student Clohal AIDS Campaign, 
at "Ilie (Red) Question" forum 
Tuesday night in the McDowell 
Formal Lounge. 
The messaging of the Red 
Cani|Kiign tricks people into 
thinking it is making a huge <hf 
ference," she said 
Product Red is a private im 
native started by Bono and Bobby 
Shnvvr to encourage private busi- 
nes,M*tod(»iutepartofthi 11 <iles 
to the Global Hind, Bums said. 
I1i<- (ilobul Fund prmides money 
to fight HIV/AIDS, malaria and 
tubercuksis aroiuid the world 
As of March. Product Red had 
donated $18 million to tin-( ill 1b.1l 
Fund and spent S100 million on 
advertising. Burns said. 
Product Red merchandise in 
eludes T-shirts. iPods. cell phones 
and other consumer goods, ac- 
cording to the organization's Web 
"Since a lot of students on 
campus have Product Rid mer- 
chandise, we thought it would be 
good to haw a discussion," said 
Ravenna McGuirv, director of 
Women's lnin.itiv.-s HIV/AIDS 
Outreach Task I 
Hi. i;,i|> looks good because 
it supports Pnxluct Red. but the 
company uses child labor to pro- 
duce its T-shirts for the campaign, 
sakl Muni Meiles, program 00- 
Hhlin.ilor for the Youth Activist 
Network. 
The Red Campaign doesn't 
talk.il*mt [child labor] -theyjust 
talk about what they an-doing that 
is supposedly good." she said. 
Celcbrity-tuiven campaigns, 
such as Project Red. create a pa- 
tcrnalistic view of Africa in which 
Americans must reach out and 
uike pity on Africans. Melles s.ii'1 
KMM Product Red adver- 
tisements are offensiw in terms 
of race, class and gender. Cutler 
said. Many of the advertisements 
feature American celebrities in- 
stead of actual Africans affected 
by AIDS, said Joseph Cutler, a 
member of the Student Global 
AIDS Campaign and student at 
the University of Maryland Col- 
lege Park 
'It's a fashion statement to 
support the cause, but not a fash- 
ion statement to look like the sup- 
ported," he said. 
1.111 ivn Pav. a freshman in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, said 
she thought the event was infor- 
mative. 
"Corporations provide this 
image that they're doing good 
for the world when they're doing 
more harm than good." she said. 
Motil-McGuire invited speak- 
ers from Product Red, bin tin 
organization's office is on the 
West Coast and could not send a 
speaker, McGuiresaid. 
The Women's Initiative HIV/ 
AIDS Outreach Task Force orga- 
nized the event as part of AIDS 
Awareness week. Other event- 
this week include workshops 011 
how to reform U.S. AIDS policy 
ami a dance marathon fundraiser 
! ridvj night. 
Cinnamon Bear 
FREE 
Egg & Cheese 
English Muffin 
*, purchase of drink 
7am  11am exp. 12/14/07 
Cinnamon Bear 
$1.00 off 
Winter Drink Specials 
#Mlrrt Chocolate Ripple 
• Cinnamon Roll Mocha 
•Chocolate Gingerbread Man 
"# Pumpkin lane 
7am   11am exp. 12/14/07 
Unique Nails 243 Naff Ave IBaMnd V«%MH| 
540.442.8883 
/^^     Gift CtrtijvcAtti Si. Group SptcUU OMtiUbU, cdlfor tUt*Ui. 
Manicure & Podicurn 
828 
w/ Whirlpool Tub 
Fill In. 
$13 
Free French 
w/ Full Set    . 
Plene Present Coupon 
-The   Largest  Nails  Salon   in  Town  
Manicure - $10 Pink & White $35       Waxing - $5 & Up 
Pedicaure - $20       Pink & White Fill $25 (Call for List) 
Wednesday & Friday Specials 
20% off Hookas for JMU students 
(Over 20 different flavors!) 
Wednesday 12/5: Great live music 9pm—11pm 
Friday 12/7: Belly Dancers 8:30pm—10:30pm 
NO COVER CHARGE! 
Come Try Our SIGNATURE 
APPETIZERS, SALADS & WRAPS! 
Taste Our AUTHENTIC MIDDLE 
EASTERN SELECTIONS! 
Private Party Reservations for any function! 
y- 
\ 
20% OFF food for a 
JMU students 
(with proof of JMU ID) 
ALL 
TUNE 
—once.  
LUBE 
MM - i -■ MM i 
All Tune And Lube 
700 West Market St. 
JTJS/T   Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
m.ZZ 540-433-1179 
Mon. - Fri. 8am • 6pm 
Sat. 8am - 4pm 
[Quality Oil Change]      Maintenance 
$15.90 -iSUJB 
■•UptoSqts J'FreeoTchange 
| 'Replace filter 
■ Transmission Flush! 
4cyl $79.90 
I- r-r  on cn .' Flush system wtih state of J 
•New plugs (platinum cxtrn|lthe art equipment 
| F ree brake inspection      |- Labor additional I" Refill with new trans fluid I 
_^request_ __ __ ^ and 8 cvl higher .'Free road test by request   I 
| BG Coolant Flush |    Economy Brake Premium Brake " 
Special Special 
$79.90 $79.90 $99.90 
I "Flush cooling system       |*Some foreign cars, trucks   |"Some foreign cars, trucks I 
■ 'Replace with new fluid    |additional ^additional 
I 'Add BG Conditioner to I Iduuiuulld"Premium brake pads 
>ystern | • Turning rotors additional    |' turning rotors additional I 
■ BG Fuel Induction I Scheduled 
Service Maintenance JCI  
$79.90 *$199.904cyi 
I 'Cleans fuel injectors, air ("Includes parts; 6 and 8cyl higher      "Cooling System 
■system & throttle body |"Maintenance Tune Up Service; new fluid 
'Improves driveability 
I"Includes BG 44K Cleaner 
"New PVC filter, air filter, spark plugs"Transmission 
■(platinum additional) System Service J 
Open EVERYDAY! 
5pm - 2am 
Across From Rocktown 
1971 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Di 
MOTORSPORIS 
700 West Market St. 
540-433-1179 
DRYFT Motorsports 
Your one stop performance shop" 
a^tf^ft     ■■■■■■■ H 
Next To All Tune And Lube 
I Custom Wheels 
15% off 
■•15"24" sizes 
Custom Built     [Performance work"" 
Exhausts and Dyno Use 
$300.00 20% off 
I "Cat-back systems I'Discount off labor times  I 
I "Not valid with any other I "Full header back or turbo | 'Not valid with any other I 
" promotion iback systems additional     ■ promotion 
" M "" ~ ~wwwT^VROotorsp orTsiorrT" "" """ "" 
. 
Editor: Anna Young 
opinion@thebreezo.org 
(540] 568 3846 
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Bumping heads 
Two views on recent Republican candidate debate 
YouTube as a 
stage for debate 
Who is the real 
Mitt Romney? 
BYJfFFMYMUlUN, 
Contributing wnlet 
BY TOMV SfADACCIA. 
rontributing •nlet 
Last Wednesday night in St. Petersburg, Fla., 
the top eight Republican presidential candidates 
participated in the second-ever CNN debate posted 
on YouTube. 
To encourage more diverse and public-driven questions, this debate 
consisted of streaming video questions posed by (he public. With only 
six weeks until the first major electoral event, the Iowa caucus, the two- 
hour debate was a much-anticipated chance for candidates to differen- 
tiate themselves from the Republican pack. 
According to RealClearPolitics.com, the Republicans leading in 
the debate were Rudolph Giuliani, Kred Thompson. Mitt Romney 
and John McCain. The roughly forty videos that were selected from 
some 5,000 submitted were divided into four general policy areas: 
immigration, taxes and the economy, social issues and international 
relations. 
The debate opened with the candidates taking turns emphasiz- 
ing their firm opposition to illegal immigration. When asked if they 
would veto a bill providing amnesty to illegal immigrants, all eight 
candidates answered "yes," and many straggled to stay under the 
90-sccond lime limit when promulgating this notion. A memorable 
moment occurred when Romney accused Giuliani of providing a 
"sanctuary" for illegal immigrants. Giuliani interrupted and said that 
while governor of Massachusetts, Romney hired illegal immigrants 
to work on his home. 
The questions about the economy centered on reducing the federal 
deficit without raising taxes. The candidates all answered "yes" to the 
question about promising to veto any effort to raise taxes. Rep. Ron 
Paul, whose I Jbertarian notion of minimizing government spending 
that has created a remarkable grassroots Internet following, was most 
adamant about cutting the budget of various government departments. 
When asked where he would cut spending, longtime "Law & Order" 
actor Fred Thompson showed why he may be more fit to play a presi- 
dent on TV than in real life. He strayed from the question with vague 
generalities, a trend he continued for the rest of the debate. 
As expected, Giuliani and Romney faced the most pressure during 
the questions about social issues, since both candidates have histories 
of deviating from the pro-gun, anti-abortion and anti-gay marriage 
positions that define social conservatives. When Romney was pressured 
about supporting abortion in the past, he said, "1 was wrong. I WIN it 
fectually pro-choice when I ran for governor. I changed my mind." 
Candidate Mike Huckabee, whose proposal to disband the IRS 
earned applause, got laughs with his response to the question of what 
Jesus would do about capital punishment. "Jesus was too smart to 
run for office," the former Arkansas governor said, showing the type 
of charisma that has him rising in the polls as a potential dark horse 
candidate. 
Iraq was the focus when the debate turned to international rela- 
tions. While Giuliani managed to get in some tough-on-terrorism 
sound bites, it was McCain and Paul who dominated. McCain said 
he disagreed with former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and 
his strategy in Iraq, but said he believed the current troop surge "is 
working and we are winning the war." To this, Paul, who has gained 
notoriety for arguing America should not only remove itself from 
Iraq but from all foreign countries and the United Nations, declared. 
Of all the old adages I have heard, my 
avorite has to be "people who live in glass 
houses shouldn't throw stones." As I follow the 
Republican primary race, it has become increasing- 
ly obvious to me that former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romncv 
must have never heard this. If he had, he would not be attacking the 
conservative credentials of his Republican rivals, as his own public 
service record resembles Ted Kennedy's more closely than Ronald 
Reagan's 
One of Gov. Romney 's favorite phrases he consistently repeats on 
the campaign trail is "we're not going to beat Hillary Clinton by acting 
like Hillary Clinton" taking what appears to be a shot at the moder- 
ate social positions of Republican national frontrunner Rudy Giuliani. 
But considering Romney s "coincidental" political shift to the right, 
he shouldn't expect to beat Hillary Clinton by acting like John Kerry 
either. 
Throughout Romney's political career, he has tailored his ideol- 
ogy to suit the voters whom he tries to win over. He was a liberal 
Republican when running for U.S. Senate in 1994 and Governor 
in 2002, liberal enough to be ranked by the conservative Human 
Events magazine as number eight on its list of "Republicans In 
Name Only." But now that he is running for president, he has spent 
a lot of money (mostly from his own bank account) to create a new 
image of himself as the one true conservative in the Republican 
field. 
As governor, Romney supported abortions as well as public 
Minding for abortions. He was so "pro-choice" that when he ran for 
governor, he refused to answer a questionnaire sent to him by Mas- 
sachusetts' Citizens for Life and he and his Democratic opponent fre- 
quently fought over which of the two was the stronger abortion-rights 
supporter. Yet a few years ago, when his term as governor ended, he 
changed his position on the subject and become neutral, saying that 
"the states, through the democratic process, should decide their own 
abortion laws." 
Now as a presidential candidate, he opposes the Roe vs. Wade deci- 
sion that supports a Constitutional amendment banning all abortions. 
List week, he mailed flyers throughout South Carolina claiming to be 
the only Republican candidate to hold this position He was roundly 
criticized hv (Iran Smith, president of the South Carolina affiliate of 
Focus on the Family, who called the brochure "oversimplified" and 
"offensive." 
Romney also solidly supported gay rights as governor, including, 
as he put it. homosexuals' right to "serve openly and honestly in our 
nation's military." Of course, now as a presidential candidate, Romney 
supports another Constitutional amendment banning gay marriages. 
I-ast week in the CNN/YouTube debate when asked if he still support- 
ed the right of homosexuals to openly serve in the military, Romney 
ducked the question by responding that "this is not the right time" to 
answer that question since we are at war. 
In 2001, Romney opposed President Bush's tax cuts, which he now 
says he supports. He also refused to sign an anti-tax pledge as gov- 
ernor, but he did so this year as a presidential 1 aiulidate and openly 
ttoasted as being the first to do so. Yet as governor, Romney did not 
show much fiscal restraint. While Romney did not raise income or 
cRIPUIUCANS patal IM REPUBLICANS pap 8 
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Submit Darts & Pats to breezed pm hot mill. 
com. Dart**.- I'otsan^uhmitntlanonynwusly 
and are printed on a space-available basis. 
Submissions are based upon one person s 
opinion of a given situation, person or 
vient and do not nscwsariqt rsjlso. 
the truth. 
An "Emilio-F.stevez-would-be-proud" pat to 
the member of Men's Chorus who quacked like a 
duck at the chorus concert last week. 
From an entertained sophomore who loved 
your talent and humor. 
A "don't-make-this-another-Trashby'" dart 
to my new neighbors from New Jersey who 
throw parlies every weekend and leave their 
trash everywhere 
From a senior who liked last year Iwtter 
when she didn't have to walk out of her front 
door to a sea of broken yluss and beer cans. 
A 'chivalry --is-well-rewarded" pat to the 
Chanello's driver who gave my friend and me a 
ride back to our apartment. 
From a grateful student who gave you a tip 
for the ride, which is probably more than most 
people give you. 
A "way-to-be-unCRRFDI BL" dart to the 
Office o| Residence I ife for it-- WggBjtfvtUd 
unprofessional ad campaign. 
From a former ORL employee who believed 
the deportment had far more class and dignity. 
A"thanks-for-saving-our-humeless-butts" 
pat ti>( n|i|), T Kerch tor leasing my roommates 
and me a town house- after we got kicked to the 
curb by South view. 
From an annoyed sophomore who expe- 
rienced what it was like to be homeless after 
Southvicw overbooked his apartment. 
An "is-this-an -rpisode-of-Barney?" dart to 
whoever chalked the commons with mindless 
sayings Thursday. 
From a junior who doesn't like to read 
things on my college campus that my first- 
grade teacher told me. 
A "lmme-is-where-the-heart-is" pat to 
Finstein s Bagels lor playing some great country 
music Friday inoriiin^ 
From a farm boy at heart who was begin- 
ning to feel a little lost in the sea ofUggs and 
North Face apparel. 
A "how-cute-are-you?" pat to the guy who 
was throwing a football with a little boy on the 
Quad Thursday afternoon. 
From a freezing freshman who was glad she 
decided to ivtdk to class that day, because she 
got to see your game of catch. 
An "are you washing-dishes-with-paper- 
tOWdtl no\s'"dart tol)-Hall lor having visibly 
dirty dishes all week 
From a faithful D-tlall diner who didn t 
need to get food after all because it was already 
toiwcnicntly on his plate. 
A "you-really-are-my-favorite" pat to a resi- 
dent who gave me a hug and ate pudding with 
me during my mild freak-out session. 
From an RA who likes to be the one taken 
care of sometimes and is so grateful to have a 
resident like you. 
A "too-bad-you-didn't-know-we-caught- 
you-on-camera" dart to the person who took 
two pictures from the wall in the Athletics 
Compliance Office. 
From several disappaintett stiff members 
who will offer you one week to return the pic- 
Ufft$ a ith an apology. 
A "thanks-for-running-away-from-the-an- 
gry-maintenance-man-with-me" pat to one of 
my best friends who moved a wooden pallet 
and a dirt> shovel just so I could have a park- 
ing spot. 
From a junior who wished she had a cam- 
era to capture you laughing so hard that you 
fell down. 
An "I-thought-we-were-pasl-the-black-ste- 
reotypes" dart to the girl who sprinted to her 
sorority house because she thought she was 
being followed 
From a harmless junior who ivasjust visit- 
ing friends and has much more to fear on this 
narrow-minded campus than you. 
A "what-are-you-really-there-for?" dart to 
the Wilson Writing Center for refusing to read 
our 17-page research paper tune because it 
was "too long." 
From a QTVUjl of seniors who just want to 
fxdfill their dreams of being published 
An "l-aiii-iiM-ti>ing-lo-sa\.- YiHNgreen" 
dart to Dukes for forcing me to get the unwanted 
salad with my pasta and drink. 
From afoott-cimserving student who is full 
after eating the pa*ta 
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America's emerging nationalism 
We unite under a flag of what we want to change, but won't take responsibility to change 
BUMPING HEADS: a 
few points to consider 
Can gas prices be lowered? 
What's to be done about glob- 
al warming? Should taxes be 
raised? The paradox is that we 
as Americans have continued 
our philosophies of asking too 
much from government but re- 
main unwilling to help answer 
these demands, shifting the bur- 
den to someone else. This, com- 
bined with our desire to satisfy 
our consumerist wants and our 
desire to maintain the "status 
quo," is the bedrock of what is 
becoming America's new values 
and identity. 
No radical solution or policy 
initiative can address these para- 
doxes well. Hence, it is worth 
roiisidcring the direction of the 
nation with these emerging val- 
ues. In any society, values be- 
come part of national identity. 
I will admit that I have fallen 
into this trap of demanding the 
K<^'*rnment to do more than I 
would be willing to sacrifice. As 
college students, we're already 
poor enough to even consider 
raising our own taxes, tuition, 
or to see cuts in the very things 
that have made our college life as 
comfortable as possible. 
Yet. as we become better ed- 
ucated voting iiti/ens, any major 
sacrifice the government would 
even try to make will meet a re- 
sounding "no," in defense of our 
free-market, free-choices svs 
kin As we continue in the war 
on terror and our efforts to stabi- 
lize Iraq and the Middle East, the 
costs continue to rise and Amer- 
ica is still chastised everywlun 
But Washington understands 
the majority of us are unwilling 
to make that sacrifice, so we can 
rest assured we'll be okay. 
If you didn't see Harrison- 
burg's Wal-Mart a month ago, the 
brown, red and orange livery was 
absent. Instead, it was filled with 
green, red and white. Christmas 
shopping somehow arrived ear- 
lier this year as retailers nation- 
wide decided to satisfy consumer 
demands and get a competitive 
edge by having earlier sales while 
consumers stress over Christmas 
spending and things that need to 
be done. We refuse to tolerate 
the terrible state of our airlines 
and air transport system, and of 
course, gas prices are always an 
intolerable inconvenience. 
Finally, we don't really like 
ch.tnge coming rapidly in all re- 
spects. Which is why the negative 
"changes" that terrorists desire 
to wreak on our way of life are 
dealt with abroad instead of here 
at home, because the opposite 
would mean a larger and meaner 
Patriot Act that perhaps would 
make new Canadian citizens. 
l.\rii in Washington.changes 
in government to respond to the 
threats of terrorism are met with 
resistance because burc.uu nines 
refuse to surrender turf control, 
and much-needed bureaucrats 
in departments like HoaMBUMJ 
Security leave for more lucrative 
opportunities. American workers 
are not so keen to accept the tact 
that job outsourcing will con- 
tinue as a norm for the economy. 
Yet members of Congress earn 
pay rasies more easily than the 
ml of ns 
Well, this is generally the w,iy 
we'd like things to he: cheap- 
er gas, less taxes, more pay, 
less delay, looser restriction! 
Even for the upcoming elec- 
tion, good politics is the same 
old song and dance: low taxes. 
less hureaucracv. less threats 
to civil liberties and more free 
trade. As these things continue 
t<> stn sv ns. we are ignoring the 
problems that we try to sugar- 
coat with optimism as our own 
desires continue to Impede Our 
interests abroad. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI 
Iivludes Salad and ( sulic Biead. 
COLLEGE BAND NIGHT- 18+ SHOWS 
w (iiLvn Briar 
12/6 UNOFFICIAL SENIOR NIGHT 
RAHEKY 
"THE MASTER OF METAIIICA" 
FRF* App. Bullet Betuu3i-4-7pm 
ROCKOUTTO 
THEHACKENSBOYS 
W/THE PAUL JONES BAND 
Perhaps instead of thinking 
this, it behooves us to take tin- 
upcoming holiday season and 
reconsider these nation-defin- 
iii); values not as a matter of the 
ballot box but as a matter of the 
heart and s.uil. The late Dwight 
Eisenhower left us a reminder: 
"A people that values its privileg- 
es above its principle* soon loses 
both." 
JeffGenota is a junior politi- 
co I science major 
RfPUBlJUHVIrompi*/ 
"the best thing we can do is 
give the people of Iraq their 
country  back...it's  time   to 
take care of America first." 
Unlike the previous 
Democratic YouTube debate, 
which many feel turned into 
a mudslinging contest aimed 
at Hillary Clinton, WftdDM- 
day's debate was relatively 
tame. The YouTube QJDM- 
tions seemed to be written by 
Republicans for Republicans, 
and the candidates were 
hardly caught off-guard. 
There was no mention 
of global warming, poverty 
or healthcare—issues that 
dominated the Democratic 
debate—and the criticism of 
the war in I raq was tempered. 
Giuliani was not forced to talk 
about his three marriages or 
his alleged infidelity, and 
Romney was not questioned 
about his Mormon faith, all 
of which concern Christian 
conservatives. 
Though the polls show 
Giuliani as a 15-point favorite 
over Romney, the candidates 
appeared equal advers.ir 
ies during the debate, both 
speaking with conviction and 
direction, Thompson, who 
entered the race late with 
much fanfare, seemed aloof 
and unimpassioned. McCain 
continued to take a moral 
high ground on such issues 
as immigration and torture. 
but seemed to do so at his 
political expense. 
Jeffrey Mullen is a se- 
nior English and political 
science major 
RErWCANS, from ptflf 7 
sales taxes, he did raise or 
create 90 different fees. 
Recently, Gov. Romney 
has criticized Giuliani for 
allowing illegal immigrants 
to report crimes in New 
York City while he was may- 
or, saying that he created a 
sanctuary for illegals. 
In television ads, Rom- 
ney claims that he autho- 
rized the state police to en- 
force the immigration law, 
but he never mentions that 
the law was never imple- 
mented. He goes on to say 
that as president, he would 
cut federal funding for sanc- 
tuary cities, yet as governor 
he didn't cut state funding to 
any of the four federally rec- 
ognized sanctuary cities of 
Massachusetts: Cambridge, 
Brookline, Somerville and 
Orleans. 
Romney has spent mil- 
lions trying to run away from 
his record as governor of Mas- 
sachusetts and create a brand 
new squeaky clean consent 
tive image. But voters are 
beginning to see through his 
facade. He is tied with Mike 
Huckabee in Iowa, in a three- 
way race with Rudy Giuliani 
and John McCain in New 
Hampshire and tied with Gi- 
uliani in South Carotin*. The 
American people don't like 
flip-Hoppers and no amount 
of money in the world will 
change that 
Tony Spadaccia is a 
freshman political icfcncfl 
ana* business management 
major 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
Information Technology wants 
you to know that yout JMU e-ID 
and associated password will 
allow ongoing access to e 
campus for certain functions 
such as transcripts as long as 
you keep your password current. 
Please set an e-mail forwarding 
address through the Accounts 
Portal (accounts jmu edu) now to 
receive ongoing e-ID password 
change notifications and e-mail 
sent to your @jmu edu address 
(see section at right. "Take Care 
of Your E-mail Needs") 
IMPORTANT: Access to 
Webmail, Blackboard and 
other applications will only 
remain active for 60* days 
after graduation. 
'Adust duftto 0WB is 00 flays aftttt yotn 
tlotjw i s cmkniod xttmlm MV Hat an 
approximate dmto of 90 dan after anduatHMt 
Tot mote infornuition  LOIII.ILI tin 
JMU Computing HelpDesk at 
540-568-3555 
of check the self help weh Bite .it 
www imu edu/comoutina/ 
nvj•!*;■* ]7iTlihTilTTTI'ilitW 
Information Technology 
James Madison University 
GRADUATING? ££ 
TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS: 
1. Setup a new e-mail account with an 
Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a 
free service provider  such as Gmall 
or Yahoo before graduation 
2. Forward important a-mail 
massage* that you want to keep 
from your JMU Webmail account to 
your new e-mail address Your e-mail 
will only be available for 60" days 
after graduation 
3. Ser forwarding In the Accounts 
Portal to deliver new e-mail to your 
new ISP e-mail account login to 
accounts jmu edu  click Directory 
Information/E-mail Forwarding, type 
in your new e-mail address, then 
click Submit Changes You can 
change your forwarding e-mail 
address at any time  Forwarding will 
continue indefinitely 
4. Change mailing list (Uatserv) 
subscriptions to use your new e- 
■maii address 
5. Save your friends' and references' 
e-mail addresses then send them to 
your new e-mail address 
TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-CAMPUS NEEDS: 
1. Ensure your mailing addresses an 
current 
2. Ensure your telephone numbers are 
current 
Editor: Kelly Fisher 
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams 
breezeofts@gmail.com S4m<$f<d> 
Pink Floyd 
tribute band to 
swing by JMU 
Blame It On the Train Productions 
brings Die Machine to Harrisonburg 
BYJESSNOVM 
wow writ* 
The Machine 
TWj4g  
$15 per ticket 
7190 p.m. 
Memorial Hall 
Looking for a way to let loose one last time be- 
fore finals week and not feel guilty about it? Blame It 
On the Train Productions has just the distraction. 
Thursday night, The Machine, a popular Pink 
Floyd Tribute Band and Light Show, will per- 
form at Memorial Hall in a charity event ben- 
efiting Susan G. Komen for the Cure. The event 
was organized, planned and promoted by student 
representatives of Harrisonburg's most recent- 
ly founded concert produc- 
tion and promotion company, 
Blame It On the Train Produc- 
tions (BIOTT). 
"Everyone should come out," 
said BIOTT representative AJIie 
Shroeder. "They'll get to see a 
great show for a great cause." 
The Machine has been com- 
memorating Pink Floyd for 20 years, selling out 
theaters and clubs across North America, Central 
America, Europe and the Middle East, and has 
stopped by Ilarrisonburg twice before. The group 
mixes well-known classics with lesser-known tracks 
and professional lighting effects to create a total 
multi-sensory event. 
Members of the The Machine, Todd Cohen, Joe 
Pascarell, Ryan Ball and Scott Chasnlen released 
Two Nights at the Keswick, a DVD/CD combo in 
2004 and Unplugged, an acoustic recording from 
their performance at B.B. King's in New York City 
in 2006. Future plans include a European tour and 
new material to be released early in 2008. 
"Pink Floyd has always been a favorite of mine 
and The Machine is the next best thing," said BIOTT 
representative senior Whitney Woolwine. The Ma- 
chine is tie.nl on and the interstellar light show is 
amazing." 
The BIOTT team hopes people will come out and 
support the good cause, as well as enjoy the music. 
"It's a great way to have fun right before finals 
and donate to a great cause," BIOTT representative 
Taylor Vaughn said. 
Blame It On the Train Productions members 
have been hard at work for months raising funds to 
bring this major act back to Harrisonburg. Events 
have included on-and off-campus shows and events 
including a "Breast Stroke for Breast Cancer" swim- 
a-thon and the Future Fashion Show. 
"The entire team has worked really hard these 
past few months to put on some great local shows in 
preparation for this major event," BITT representa- 
tive senior Renee Montmeny said. "I know that all 
the hard work will pay off in the end a great cause 
will be supported." 
Tickets are currently available for online pur- 
chase at blameitonthetrain.org or at the Warren Hall 
box office. The concert is scheduled for Thursday at 
Memorial Hall Auditorium. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
and tickets will also be available at the door. 
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Josh Gracin rocks Wilson Hall 
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Get crafty in Downtown H'burg 
You Made It! gives people a place to 
express themselves through pottery 
BY ASHTOM SMITH 
swH whti 
Dm HI vil'y M -•■•■■■ 
(testimon Sototi Norton ooh crafty and points o mug *t nod* ol Y« Modo II! in domlown Horhionburo, 
You Made It! £3fT Located at 163 S. Main St. 
•^+t youmadeitnet 
Looking for a place to express your inner-artist? 
In downtown Harrisonburg. there is a quaint shop 
called You Made It! across from the Massanutten Region- 
al Library. Joan Clasbey and her son David Miller have 
co-owned this make-it-yourself ceramics shop for more 
than four years. 
"You can take something this small and make it art." 
Clasbey said, holding up a shot glass. 
Clasbey created You Made It! with some inspira- 
tion from her daughter. "My daughter went to the 
University of Tennessee and she made me a ceramic 
that was yellow and blue that matched my house," 
Clasbey said. "There weren't any ceramics that al- 
lowed those color combinations back then and it was 
do-it-yourself. So I turned 50 and jumped off the 
ledge!" 
She said they get a lot of JMU students in the shop 
along with families from Harrisonburg. 
"Bigs and littles from sororities come in and paint 
things for each other and use their Greek letters," Clasbey 
s.i 111 [Martini and margarita) glasses and mugs an* also 
very popular with the college student ■- 
There are many different things that you can paint in 
the shop such as bowls, cups, coasters, clocks, dog bowls, 
key chains and much more. 
"I like to think we offer functional pieces," Clasbey 
said. 
The best part about the shop is artistic abilities are 
not required. 
"If we can do it, so can you," Clasbey said. 
The shop contains notebooks full of designs that cus- 
tomers can size to whichever ceramic they pick and then 
trace the pattern onto it. 
"We offer every color that you can think of." Clasbey 
said. "We also don't have a time limit like other stores." 
The ceramics all vary in price because of the size of each 
product, and there is a studio fee that is half of the ceramic 
you choose. The studio fee covers the clear glaze and re- 
fire of the ceramic that Clasbey and her son do after paint- 
ing. It takes about a week before it's ready to take home. 
You Made It! also offers different events throughout 
the year. There are two college nights on Dec. 4 and Dec. 
11, which give college students half-off of the studio fee. 
Clasbey also has had college nights during finals so that 
students "could chill out during exams." On Friday, cus- 
tomers can watch the Christmas Parade from the shop 
while they paint. 
You Made It! is available to be reserved for parties and 
offers different packages to choose from. Clasbey added 
that customers "can bring refreshments, non-alcoholic of 
course." 
Clasbey's ceramics are all food safe because she does 
not use lead based products. The ceramics are dishwash- 
er safe, but she doesn't recommend it. 
Clasbey and her son run the store which is open seven 
days a week. With Christmas right around the corner, 
You Made It! offers a place to make some personalized 
gifts for loved ones. 
holiday 
events 
Entertainment to 
enjoy before finals 
Todd 
Fest2007 
Interested n hearing some We 
music and snackng on treats? 
Wampter Haft annual 
Todd Festw* take place 
tonght at 8 pmnthe 
Wispier HaTTV lounge 
The event ndudes rrus- 
cal penfcrmances and an 
open mic right 
a ac
Christmas 
in Whoville 
4 Celebrate the season and help spread some holiday cheer Dec. 9 as    the    Bkjestones 
present their final con- 
cert of the semester Chnst- 
mas in Whoville.The show takes 
place in Grafton-Stovall Theater 
at 3 p.m. Admission is $3. 
Operation 
Santa Claus 
Jan the Student Ambassadors 'or the Eighth 
Annual Operation Santa Claus event Thrursday 
at 7 p.m. m the Grafton-Stovall Theater The 
night includes performances 
by a Cappella groups and 80 
One Records artist Nichol- 
son & Rousseau Admission is $5 
or a small unwrapped toy, which 
will be donated to local under- 
pnviledged children. 
Va. Repertory 
Dance Festival 
Finish up the semester with the Virginia 
Repertory  Dance   Company's   perfor- 
mance Dec. 6-8 at 8 p.m. in the 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. JMU 
dance  professor Kate Tram- 
mel! has organized the group 
of dancers who will perform 
dances   by   several   guest 
choreographers.   Tickets 
are $8 with a (AC Card 
10  Monday, Detember 3,2007  www.ttwfcraw.oq   The Breeze 
New film proves a musical, inspirational 'Rush' 
IVWrllUNYDIAZ 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, C«W. - "August Rush" is the inspirational 
stor>' of a young, orphaned boy on a quest to find his birth parents - or 
to help his parents find him. 
Driven by his love of musie, u-ycar-old Evan Taylor, played by 
Freddie llighmore ("Charlie and the Chocolate Factory') leaves his 
home at a New York state orphanage and makes his way to New York 
City, where he learns that he is a prolific musician 
Homeless and alone. Evan is looked after by Maxwell "Wizard" 
Wallace, a crazed, money-hungry, music-loving father figure played 
convincingly by Robin Williams. Aware that he has a gifted child in 
his midst. Wizard changes Evan's name to August Rush so the au- 
thorities will not identify him. 
In a series of twists and turns, the boy finds himself living in a 
church, taking classes at the Juilliard School and composing an en- 
tire symphony played in Central Park. 
Parallel to his story is the story of his parents: an Irish guitar- 
ist played by Jonathan Rhys Meyers ("Match Point") and a young, 
world-renowned cellist played brilliantly by Keri Russell ("Mission 
Impossible III"). 
The two star-crossed lovers are separated after one magical night 
together rocks the course of their lives. 
Sounds far-fetched. I know. But this charming, and often unbe- 
lievable, modern-day fairytale is a great movie for the whole family. It 
stretches the imagination, and plants hope in the hearts of cynics. 
Russell's moving performance as a mother in search of a son she 
thought was dead is worthy of critical acclaim. 
Mighmore is charismatic as the young protagonist, whose naivete 
and optimistic attitude is sometimes over-the-top, but it's still com- 
pelling enough to lead the movie down its inevitable and predictable 
path. 
Terrence Howard ("Crash") is underused as Evan Taylor's social 
worker, but almost steals the show. 
The real award for excellence should go to the actual musicians in 
the film and the composer of the music in the final scene. 
Composer Mark Mancina and the Hollywood Studio Symphony 
perform better than anyone else in the film, and the final scene and 
film's score brings "August Rush" to an emotional and enchanting 
conclusion. 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian Cuisine 
DINE IN   CARRYOLTT 
DELIVERY 
Pizza Pasta Subs 
Check <|it Our Friday and Saturday 11am- 12am Mon-Thurs and Sun 
11am - 11pm 
Large One-Topping Pizza        2 Slices 
and 2 liter Coke One Topping 
plU.yy (Dine in or Carry Out) tfe.Zo 
Now Serving Chicken Marsala! 
Stromboli - Calzone - Pizza Rolls 
540432-1417 Accepts MC, Visa, and FLEX 
1469 South Main Street Golookoacom 
iKUII    "ill 
335 N. Moil si 
II ...I*r>nb»i.,   VA 228U2 
Mt.ii -Iri. 7:30 • S:OOpm 
OFF 
JMl' Students 
& Faculty 
Michelin   ^ 
BFG     ****** Kumho 
14 Point Safety Chirk   » 
• OnChaagB Bnke Service * 
» State tope) lion \(   Repair * 
* AliKiinuiit Diagnostic 9 
K) I'M-12:00 PM FREE COFFEE 
Exams     Presentations 2.5 Page Paper 
Hypothesis    Study Groups Coffee 
Statistics Case Study       Projects 
Monologues Espresso      Journal 
Late Nights Reading Essays 
Finals     Advisors 
Class Not Available Attachments   Gift Ideas 
Rough Draft office Hours 
Spreadsheets Stressed 
Our TTxoughtyEKCLcdy... 
* 
CRrl.Nrlr.RRVS 
Greenbenys Harrisonburg 
Exam Week 2007 
December 9th-13th 
OPEN TEL MIDNIGHT! 
Extra Credit 2.008 
Majors     Minors    Undeclared 
One More Time Presentations 
25 Page Paper Hypothesis     Research 
Study Groups Interview 
Case Study      Projects   Monologues 
Journal Entries       Late Nights 
Reading Music 
400 S. High Street Drive-Thru Service Av* 
Come out to the 8th Annual... 
OPERATION 
SANTA CLAUS! 
Tuesday, December 4th 
Grafton-Stovall Theater 
7pm 
Admission is $5 or an unwrapped toy. All proceeds go to 
local underprivileged children so they can have the 
Christmas they deserve! 
AND come out to see 
The Orinch Who Stole Christmas 
on Sunday December 2nd at 8pm in Grafton-Stovall! 
COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR 
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE. 
$5 OFF  
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
(with JAC card) 
Bring In thi. coupon and gM IS 00 oft your noil oil clung, at you n«M partklpMng Jin, Lub. * 
Com. In noty J.000 mil.. (Of ■ Jllty lb. Slgn.Kn. Swvlca* Oil Chang. 
Thta coupon It only rad.wn.bl. al tha Jiffy luba at 1870 Eaat mark* St. Hantaonburg. VA. 
• Ho Appormmant nacaaaary 
- f ra. top off on your way noma* 
National databaa. ka*pa a 
hlttory of your Jfffy Lub. aanrlcM. 
Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change 
$32.99 
-$5.00 
$27.99 (with JAC card) 
Nol »Ud Ntffi oftts* offer* Jiffy Lub* Sinalwre Bar**** 
art* registered trademartt of JUty Lube MtomMlonM Ine 
C 2004 SOFUS P-odwctS  All Right*. reMrvM 
4, 
TIM VMt-tMod man' 
1870 East Market Street 
across form Valley Mall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 433-8599 
HINNMIL 
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'As I Am' refreshing CD for Keys   'Enchanted' appeals to children 
BY ERINN WISTBROOK 
Htrwtd (rimion 
CAMBRIDGE. Mm. - Looks like Alicia Keys 
has done it again. Complete with easily n-l.it.ibl, 
subject matter, amazing piano performance HI I 
- as always - astounding vocals, the R&l) irtiM . 
new album. As I Am, is sure to be a hit. On IK r I bird 
studio recording, she presents a newly-inspired 
strength and reveals herself to be a fresh, more 
confident Alicia. Its a feel-good album that's hon- 
est, probably best described as a slap in the face tip 
wake up and enjoy life no matter what. As I Am is 
absolutely refreshing. 
Throughout the album. Keys takes an optimistic 
MM on everything she sings about. And if you're 
that girl who needs to dump your untrustworthy 
boyfriend, Alicia Keys can show you how. Dismissing 
an untrustworthy man on "Go Ahead," Keys suits. 
"Go ahead / Go on and get up outta here / Go 'head 
baby... / If you think I'm gonna fall for this anymore 
/ Everybody say nah nah nah." You tell him, girl. 
Alicia's strength - along with her determina- 
tion to overcome adversity and prevail — is moti- 
vational. In her song "Lesson Learned." featuring 
John Mayer, overcoming the "falls" of life i- (fat 
main subject. The two sing. "Falling down ain't fall- 
ing down if you don't cry when you hit the floor." 
Keys and Mayer present a simple and hopeful per- 
spective on the bad times in life: They won't get you 
down it you don't let them. 
But what would an Alicia Keys album be without 
the topic of still-true love? In the album's first single. 
"No One." which has already claimed the top spot on 
the Billboard Hot too. Keys sings, "You and me to- 
gether / Through the days and nights /1 don't worty 
'cause e\er>thing's gonna be alright / ...No HIH\ 00 
one, no one can get in the way of what I'm feeling." 
Apparently, nothing and no one can get Alicia Kcvs 
down, and her positive attitude will undoubtedly 
nib off on any one who listens to As I Am. 
At every turn, this album seems to become more 
inspirational. The idea of seizing both life and the 
moment prevails over and over again. In the songs 
'Tell You Something" and lake You'll Never See 
Me Again," Keys passionately sings about taking 
opportunities to tell the people yOU cue about how 
much you love them. 
Keys concludes the album appropriately with 
"Sure Looks Good to Me." She sings, "late isbilter- 
sweet but it tastes good to me / Take my turn, crash 
and burn, that's h< m its sup]>osed to be / Don't rain 
on my parade / Life's too short to waste one day." A 
fitting conclusion to such an uplifting album. 
AslAm aims to o|x'ii eves to a new \va> of view- 
ing life. Dump those dishonest lovers, take the falls, 
and seize the opportunities to tell someone you 
love them. This album is fantasticalh rcutali/nn 
and it will surely help Keys stay at the top for a long 
time. 
Modern fairy tale fails to 
enchant both young and old 
BY BRYAN KOENIG 
ThtEult 
WASHINGTON, D.c. - iv mention o, Diane) 
movies automatically elicits thoughts of fain tale 
Bction wrought wftn the ouerwhdiaJnf power of 
true love These stories are typically told willi the 
aid of corny dialogue, even < ornier songs and a 
\;ist array of magical forest animals. Take those 
elements, make them as archetypal as humanly 
poenfble, transpose them to live action and there- 
suiting film is "Enchanted " 
Where the best family films appeal to children 
and adults alike. "Enchanted" doesn't make it past 
I fourth-grade level. Anyone not in elementary 
school, beware. 
Starting with animation and then leaping into 
live action, it is predictable, unimaginative am! 
bland. Giselle, the damsel in distress played by Am> 
Adams, is chased by the wicket! stepmother (Susan 
Sarandon) and set upon by a scheming henchman 
(Tlmodq spall). Trapped in an unfamiliar and un- 
turn.My MOfM - in this case, New York City - she 
is aided by the kindness of strangers and the stra> 
New York City animals whom she brainwashes 
with the power of her chirpy, Opawtfc voice. 
The only thing "Enchanted" has that remoteh 
n NmblMorigbuUts is the interplay between ani- 
mation, live action and the cynical evcryman view 
of fain tales offered by Patrick IVmpsey. Playinp 
Robert Philip, Dempsey is the average New York 
er with no Lmafmatioo or tolerance for whimsy. 
The only problem with Demjiseys performance i> 
that there || nothing to it. Hll character is littlt 
more than a necessary element to am story when ; 
real meets imaginary 
'Enchanted" cunld pass fix cute. IV sing- ; 
ing is pretty, the characters charming, the humoi ; 
mindlessl. cbfldtt Kids will like it. But adults? \ 
Not so much. 
PATTENTION FRESHME 
 L Yr«ll tr»r» fan hauo a far at Crknnl You too Can have a Car at Schoo 
No More Long Buses 
No More Waiting on Your Parents 
No More Bumming Rides 
Get Home When YOU Want! 
$350 designated parking 
spot for the semester 
(January- May) 
(August- December) 
Safe, Secure. Lit, \_ocV.e<& 
parking lot off North N\avr\ 
On JNAVJ busVme ftom 
i Godwin 
Secure a spot now for St75 deposit 
Pay for spring semester up front 
Spot must be reserved by December 
15th for spring semester 
Only 32 Spots Left! 
540-746-3562    semesterpark@yahoo.com 
Boston Beanerv 
Kt.SIAI HAM     » 
AIVCTRN 
Gd tin- Bottom flavor down south. 
Every Tuesday... 
Mention this ad & receive... 
1 /2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS 
From 4 p.m. - Close with JAC card 
Open Late for You! No1 valid with an>""h" Promotion. 
Mon - lliurs until 12 a.m. K>2S East Market St. 
Fri - Sat until I a.m. Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Sun. until 11 p.m. S •«». i i V IH70   m, 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
I92u\ INK White ('.old Diamond Sapphire Ring 
Total Diamond Weight 0.37CU 
This Week $900 
'Mlofourdi(mi':mh,ncji,iihilb\,iiiiiiisiiilJ(,l.\l)i(im'mil<;i,iilii,ile 
Vtstt i<> i« "■> i ' ourt V/IKIIV Harrisonburg or nun mdxmdtu thy cum 
ATTENTION: SENIORS 
& RECENT JMU GRADUATES 
This position assists the Office of Humanitarian 
Demining Programs with managing the U.S. 
government1 s initiative to assist the global com- 
munity in their efforts to make the world safe 
from the threat of landmines. Opportunities for 
international travel and working with influential 
senior leaders are onty a few of the benefits. 
To qualify, submit your resume or RAP along 
with the completed application form to MAIC, 
MSC 4018. Applications and more information 
can be found at http://maic.imu.edu/fellowship. 
For more details, please contact Lois Carter Fay, 
carterlx@jmu.edu. 
Apply now! Applications due: December 19th 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
DEMI1IIB PROGRAM FELLOWSHIP 
Location: Washington, D.C. 
When:   June 1,2008-May 30,2009 
Submit application by December 19th 
Paid:    $14.10/hour, 40 hours per week 
Credit:  Earn internship credits toward your degree program 
Apply:   http://maic.jmu.edu/fellowship 
www.thebreeze.org 
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Turning Loss into Life: 
A Pierre Curtis Story 
Part If From 'CMTown' to the 
Rockies - "The best day of my life." 
BY TIM CHAPMAN 
ysrtiaftat 
As quickly as times began to shift from childhood 
to pre-adolescence, so did the scenery. Only in fourth 
grade, Pierre had to pack up his things for Denver, CO 
and leave his friends and family behind in Chicago. 
The mow was not only to a rockier landscape, but 
to rockier realities. 
Pierre's mother was ill with kidney failure and 
was bussed to the hospital three times a week for 
four-hour dialysis treatments. 
They basically take all the blood out of your sys- 
tem and clean it and then they put it back in." Pierre 
said. "She [came) home out of it and tired. When I 
was nine, they told her she was gonna live five years 
on dialysis without a transplant." 
Carolyn refused to let her condition hinder her 
ability to raise Pierre and gave him the best she could 
offer. The two quickly grew closer than just a mother 
and a son; they became best friends. 
They did everything together from gaming to eat- 
ing t<> arts and crafts and simply just talking 
"When 1 got to live with my mom it was the best 
day of my life," Pierre said as he cracked his first 
smile of the interview. "We did everything together. 
My mom liked to play games, so we went to arcades 
together and she always challenged me to air hockey 
or playing basketball on the little hoops. 
"She always wanted to be a major part of my life. 
Since the beginning she was there tor me, just not as 
much as she wanted to be." 
Despite now being a Division I basketball play- 
er, the sport didn't play a major role in his pre-high 
school days. Carolyn stressed dabbling in books over 
the dribbling the ball and Pierre had to learn this the 
hard way. 
"I played four games in fifth grade and my mom 
took me off the team because she said I wasn't doing 
good enough in school," Pierre said. "Granted I had 
all Bs. but she just wanted all As, and 1 didn't play 
[organized] again til eighth grade." 
His sister. Ryan Rice, noticed a change in Pierre 
as he settled into life with his mother in Denver. 
"School-wise he soared to the top," Ryan said. 
"He went from being the 'bad boy' getting in trouble 
to the getting all the accolades." 
Basketball or the streets 
After a three-year hiatus, Pierre got back on the 
court in eighth grade. But he didn't begin taking bas- 
ketball seriously until he began high school at Denver 
But 
"I wasn't good at all." Pierre said of his basketball 
renaissance. "I honestly just played to keep me out of 
trouble." 
By his sophomore year, the Denver East coaches 
began noticing Pierre's potential and assistant coach 
Warren Harding liked what he saw. 
"Since his freshman year he was one of the leaders 
in the program on and off the court," Harding said over 
the phone from Denver. "He wasn't that big, but he got 
in the weight room and really dedicated himseh*. 
"From day one he really had that floor generalship 
and I knew he was gonna be one of the best players to 
come out of East." 
Harding and head coach Rudy Carey pushed 
Pierre to excel in the classroom as much as on court, 
letting him know that he could one day play Division 
I college basketball. 
Like in any city, gang activity provided a kinship 
for some of the students at East High. Harding, a pro- 
bation officer by day, gave Curtis an ultimatum: focus 
on basketball or end up a product of the streets and 
behind bars. 
"When Pierre was in school at East, we had gang 
MCUtTK,stssl3 JMU 
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Changing of the guard for JMU 
Freshman Dawn Evans 
leads JMU with 20 points in 
85-46 win, Dukes are M) 
Down Evans uwti a doubktdigit point total lor the fifth hmt this smson w Savannah Stole 
IYWSSHAW 
stiff Mini 
30 - the latest number of coniecutive 
home wins for the JMU women's basketball 
team. The Dukes kept alive their school-re- 
cord win streak Friday night with an 85-46 
drubbing of Savannah State at the JMU 
Convocation Center. 
Freshman point guard Dawn Evans 
led all Dukes with 20 points, shooting 4- 
of-5 from behind the arc. Junior forward 
Kisha Stokes added a double-double with 
10 points and 11 rebounds, while senior 
guard Tamera Brown had 16 and eight as 
Madison extended its current NCAA-best 
home win streak, something the players 
are openly happy about. 
"Words can't express how we feel about 
that," senior forward Jennifer Brown said 
"We are very proud of our win streak." 
And the Dukes better enjoy it now. 
because their streak is in serious jeop- 
ardy the next time they play at home. The 
No. 3-ranked Maryland Terrapins come 
to the Convocation Center on Dec. 20, 
following a two-game road trip for the 
Dukes this week. 
But on this night, the 2006 NCAA 
Tournament champions looming in their 
schedule was the furthest thing from the 
minds of the Madison players. Their 
play was sloppy at times as they shot 
36.7 percent from the field in the first 
half, but the Dukes played well enough 
to nearly double the score of the visit- 
ing Tigers. Savannah State coach Cedric 
Baker called this year's JMU squad "bet- 
ter than last's." 
Better than last year's team? Let us not 
forget what the 2006-07 JMU women's 
basketball team did - it finished 25-4 in 
the regular season. It reached the semifi- 
nal game of the CAA tournament. It was 
selected to the NCAA tournament for the 
first time in coach Kenny Brooks' five 
years. And it had an All-American center in 
senior Meredith Alexis. Four of its starters 
were seniors. 
With the loss of so many key players, 
especially Alexis, many expected a rebuild- 
ing year in 2007-08 for the Dukes. So out- 
performing last year's squad seemed un- 
realistic at best to many heading into this 
season. Even Brooks. 
"I never though we'd say that," the 2007 
CAA coach of the year said. "It's like say- 
ing you like one daughter better than the 
other. But I think we have the capabilits lo 
[be as good as the team last year]." 
They took a step towards proving that 
against Savannah State. JMU enjoyed its 
largest margin of victory in any game over 
the past two seasons, and beat a Tigers 
team it beat by only 29 last year. 
And although there is a lot for the Dukes 
to be proud of after their historic win, the 
game itself was poorly played on both sides. 
But JMU won by its largest margin fjDoe I 
55-point victory over Charleston Southern 
in 2005. Sounds like Baker's claim isn't 
that unrealistic after all. 
After going down 4-0 less than two 
minutes into the contest, JMU quickly 
responded with a 16-0 run. The run was 
highlighted by two three-point field goals 
for Evans and a steal turned breakaway 
lay-up for the Dukes' only returning start- 
er from last year, Young. Savannah State 
didn't score a point for nearly 6 minutes, as 
the Tigers made it 16-5 with a free throw in 
the game's eighth minute. 
The remainder of the first half was un- 
eventful, as both teams did not play their 
best basketball. JMU huill cm the 12-point 
cushion it had at 16-4, leading by 20 at 
halftime, 41-21. Evans scored 13 of her 20 
in the first half, before sitting for nearly half 
of the second period. Still, 11 wudeuJIIU 
did not play the basketball it is capable of 
playing. 
"This was a hard game to play. You hear 
it mentioned as a let-down game, coming 
off games against Wake Forest and George 
Washington," Brooks said. "We didn't play 
as well as I would like, but I thought we 
played well at points." 
Well enough to defeat an inferior op- 
ponent by 39. 
SMFI(SHMiN.i<til3 
Four charged in Sean Taylor shooting JMU gets third road win 
Police say they have several 
confessions, Taylor's attorney 
identifies the alleged shooter 
IY PETER WHORISKEY AMD AMY SHIPLEY 
flu Woihinjjlon Port  
FORT MYERS. Fla. — Washington Red- 
skins safety Sean Taylor and his half-sister 
Sasha Johnson grew up on dihVrrni coasts n| 
Florida but Taylor wanted to be closer to her 
and bring n broken family together, accord- 
ing to friends and family members. 
Taylor bought a $900,000 house in his 
home town of Miami for his mother, Donna 
Junor. He invited S.MI.I Johnson and her 
brother, who grew up in Fort Myers, to live in 
it, the friends and family members said. And 
they said Taylor also bought Johnson a new 
Toyota Camry to drive to classes at Miami- 
Dade Community College. 
"He wanted them all to be together and 
never want for anything again." said Dwayne 
Johnson. 44. Sasha's father. "Sean was her 
everything." 
But over the past few days il has become 
increasingly clear that investigators working 
on Taylor's killing believe that Sasha John- 
son, apparently unwittingly, provided a direct 
link between Taylor and the four Port Myers 
men chanted with killint him in a bungled 
burglary attempt of that same home. 
Johnson. 21. had been dating the relative 
of one of the accused men since her senior 
year at Dunbar High in Fort Myers. John- 
son's boyfriend. Christopher Devon Ward- 
low brought one of the four men to Johnson's 
birthday part)-, which was held at the house. 
Johnson's father said. 
The relative of Wardlow, Charles Ken- 
dricfc LM Wardlow, has confessed to hav- 
ing had a role in the crime, John Evans III, 
Wardlows defense attorney, said Saturday. 
Taylor, 24, died Tuesday morning from 
apparent blood loss from a gunshot wound to 
liis Upper leg Police declined to name the al- 
leged shooter but said they had several con- 
fessions. The youngest of the four alleged kill- 
ers, Eric Rivera Jr., 17. confessed to shooting 
Taylor after Taylor surprised him, Taylor's 
attorney, Richard Sharpstein, said Saturday, 
saying he obtained the information about the 
confession from police sources. 
Three of the four men, Rivera, Wardlow, 
iH, and Venjah K. Hunte, 20, were denied 
bond during an initial hearing at Lee County 
Circuit Court on Saturday. The fourth man, 
Jason Scott Mitchell, 19, will have his 1r11t1.1l 
hearing Sunday. All have been charged with 
felony murder and armed robbery. 
Sasha Johnson did not return a phone 
call Saturday. On Friday she declined to 
comment, saving she had to file a statement 
with police. Christopher Wardlow. met at his 
house on Friday night, has declined to com- 
ment, as has Junor. 
By family accounts, Sean Taylor and 
Johnson were close. Though they grew up 
miles apart, they remained linked despite the 
upheavals of their childhoods, family mem- 
bers said. Junor gave birth to four children, 
two boys and two girls, from three different 
men, and then struggled to keep the house- 
hold afloat. At one point, she has said, they 
had to stay with the Salvation Army. 
Sean Taylor spent most of his childhood 
living with his father, Pedro Taylor, now 
the police chief in Florida City, Fla. Dwayne 
Johnson said he raised Sasha from the time 
she was 2. They moved from Miami to Fort 
Myers when she was about 5. During Sa- 
sha Johnson's senior year at Dunbar — she 
graduated in May 2005 — she began dating 
Christopher Devon Wardlow, who goes by 
the name Devon. 
Dwayne Johnson said he disliked I>evon 
Wardlow from the beginning. 
"I don't like her boyfriend — never did, 
never will," he said. 
Besides going to classes. Sasha John- 
son coaches cheerleading for a Pop Warner 
league and works in after-school programs 
at a Miami area elementary school, Dwayne 
Johnson and his current wife said. 
After buying the house for Junor, Taylor 
invited his half-brother Jamal Johnson. 18, 
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CURTIS: Pierre 'soars to the top' in school 
curns, fam pep i; 
problems." Harding said. There were gangs trying to get him to go 
steal things from people. He would shy away and they'd call him soft. 
"A lot of the people trying to pull Pierre down are in jail or not doing 
anything with themselves. He told me about it, and three days later he 
came back and said that he was gonna dedicate himself to basketball 
and not hang around them." 
The decision was a wise one for Curtis, as he continued to excel 
on the basketball court and in the classroom. But he admitted that his 
mother's illness was far more of a distraction than the pressures of be- 
ing a teen. 
"Denver wasn't really bad, I was just doing stupid things with the 
wrong people." Curtis said. "When I was young, my mom being sick 
was a real distraction. I was always worried about her so if I had a game 
and my mom wasn't there 1 wouldn't really want to play." 
Carolyn kept busy despite the persistent pain and tri-weekly trips to 
the hospital. She helped run an after-school program and volunteered 
at churches. While at home she kept busy with arts and crafts. 
One thing she alwavs had time for was watching Pierre play bas- 
ketball. 
"She did anything she could to help me," Pierre said. "She paid for 
me to play on travel teams and was always there. She would get mad 
because sometimes I'd forget to tell her I had a game. 
Pierre struggled to remember her missing any games that didn't in- 
terfere with her dialysis. She would even try to schedule appointments 
H early as dawn so as to not miss her son play. 
They had a different type of friendship," Ryan said. "Nobody could 
top mom. In any home video you could always here my mama's voice. 
She became the team mom of anything (Pierre] was involved in. He was 
never ashamed to say, She's my mom,' as crazy and as loud as she was." 
JMU sophomore center Dazzmond Thornton who played with 
Pierre at East High - a bond that helped the Dukes corral the transfer 
from Texas Tech — echoed the sentiments of Carolyn's connectedness 
to Pierre and his endeavors. 
"She was like my second mom," Thornton said. "She was so proud 
of him when he decided to come here and then when I made my deci- 
sion and we had the opportunity to play together again she was just 
ecstatic to see that. 
"She wanted the best for all of us. She was like the unannounced 
team mom, we knew if we didn't play good we were gonna have to hear 
it from Pierre's mom." 
With the support of his mother and the persistent drilling of his 
coaches Pierre excelled at East. 
He was a two-year starter and ran point guard for the 24-0 team 
that won the -,A State Championship. In his senior campaign he av- 
eraged 21 points and six assists helping to garner a McDonald's All- 
America nomination. 
Despite being runner-up for the state's Mr. Basketball award, 
Pierre didn't create much of a buzz around the Division I programs. He 
decided to spend a year at Charis Prep in Goldsboro, N.C. He upped his 
scoring average to 22 points and led Chans to a 26-11 record and No. 14 
national ranking among prep schools. 
The extra year helped and schools started talking. Curtis settled on 
James Madison hoping to make an immediate impact. 
The third and final installment of the series will run Thursday, Dec. 6. 
TAYLOR: Funeral set for Monday in Miami 
TWOI, frumpy 12 
and Sasha Johnson to slay there. They all had bedrooms in the house. 
Family friend Donald Walker said the trio were the "primary resi- 
dents" since Taylor rarely was in town. 
When Taylor bought Sasha the C»mry earlier this year, he pro- 
vided Jamal with a Yukon Denali. Taylor "loved his brother, and he 
loved her," Walker said. 
Sasha Johnson celebrated her 2ist birthday Oct. 1 with a party her 
mother helped organize, said Walker, who added that Sean Taylor 
flew down from Washington to attend it. Christopher Wardlow and at 
least one other man from Fort Myers attended. It was from that party, 
some people close to Taylor believe, that the four accused killers be- 
came acquainted with Taylor's house, and then decided to target it for 
a burglary. 
.lunc.rh.»ln)iisHlrndthnmingth*,partyatanig|itclub.biitga\t-u|>tlwl 
idea after realizing some in attendance would be under-age. Walker said. 
Taylor's house also was burglarized eight days before the shoot- 
ing, but the thieves took little. Police said Ihey are trying to determine 
whether there was a link between the two incidents. 
"These thugs used her to set up the whole thing," Dwayne John- 
son said during an interview at his home here. 
Evans, Charles Wardlow's attorney, said his client "is obviously- 
very upset and very concerned about the allegations made by the 
(state attorney's office) and the Miami-Pade Police Department. He 
is beginning to realize the gravity of what he is charged." 
Two neighbors said Christopher Wardlow is ( hades Wardlow's 
uncle. The Miami Herald reported they are cousins. 
Dwayne Johnson said he had seen media reports suggesting that Sa- 
sha J<»hnson was somehow complicit in the crime. "Now people are trying 
to say that my Sasha set it up. But that's crazy She loved Sean," he said. 
Said Taylor's cousin Ed Hill, who was a college roommate of Tay- 
lor's father: "I don't think she had anything to do with that. I think 
those guys saw the opportunity. They figured Scan would be out of 
town. I think they saw the opportunity and took advantage of it." 
Meanwhile, preparations continued for Taylor's funeral service 
on Monday at Florida International University in Miami. Three mem- 
bers of the New England Patriots flew to Miami on the private jet of 
team owner Robert Kraft Saturday for a viewing of Taylor's body. All 
three defensive linemen Vince Wilfork and Santonio Thomas and 
safety Brandon Meriweather — formerly played at Miami. 
look tempting? 
...call us first 
digerati 
computer repair 
virus/spyware removal 
laptop repair 
data recovery 
reformat/reinstall 
540.437.3737 
special order parts 
tune-ups 
pc and mac service 
wireless networks 
hardware 
upgrades 
(formerly) 
498 university blvd. across trom sheetz/exxon 
www.go-digerati.com 
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FRESHMEN: JMU 
relies on youth 
(RESHMtN from pogi 17 
The most excitement in the game may have been the half-time 
entertainment. A 5-on-.s full-court mascot basketball game (if you 
can call it that) was played for the enjoyment of the 1,980 in at 
tendance at the Convo Center, with JMU's Duke Dog celebrating 
his 25th birthday. The "game" ended in an abysmal 0-0 scui.- nul 
with the singing of "Happy Birthday" to the Duke Dog. 
Despite the riveting lialftime show and the near 40-point rout 
that took place in the real game, the largest applause from the large 
JMU crowd came halfway through tlte second half. Local sophomore 
Brentney Moore, who is from Orange County, Va.( scored her first 
ever field goal in her career at JMU in stylish fashion. 
After a midcourt steal, Moore hustled down the court and 
was able to shoot in a lay-up while being fouled hard in the paint. 
While she missed the free throw her efforts were cheered by the 
JMU crowd, who recognized Moore's milestone and accomplish- 
ment. Moore finished with four points, her other two coming off 
.mother potential three point play. 
"We love Brentney to death," Brown said. "She works so hard 
in practice, so we were all very happy for her." 
JMU will go on the road to face Liberty on Tuesday and Clem- 
son on Friday, before its toughest test thus far, Maryland, comes 
to town just two weeks later. 
Five first place finishes 
At the Liberty Track & Field Invitational in Lynchburg. junior 
Tanique Carter finished first among collegiate athletes in the 60- 
meter race Saturday and set a JMU record with times of 770 sec- 
onds in the preliminary heat and 763 seconds in the finals. 
The previous record was Shaunah Saint Cyr's time of 7.79 sec- 
onds, set in February 1998. Both of Carter's times qualified her for 
the Eastern College Athletic Conference Championships. 
She also won the long jump competition with a jump of 17 
feet, 11 and 3/4 inches. Madison junior Kristina Kline placed sec- 
ond with a mark of 17*10 3/4. and fellow junior Candace Nelms 
took third place with a jump of 17'10 1/4. 
Nelms won the triple jump event with a personal-nest jump of 
39'i". Her performance in the event qualified her for the ECAC n»eet. 
JMU junior Jessica Wade won the weight throw with a toss 
of 51*5 3/4." breaking her previous school record of 510 3/4 at 
Virginia Tech last January. 
Madison junior Christine Nicewonger won the pentatholon 
with a personal-best 3.433 points, second in JMU history. Seun 
Augustus holds the school record of 3,488, set in 1999. 
—from staff reports 
Vote 
www.thebreeze.org 
The Peer Mentor Program and the University Program Board Present... 
Holiday   C<z:l gbrations 
flroand   th^z:   World 
Featuring an African Dance Performance by 
Elegba Folklore Society. Inc. - Richmond, VA. 
December 8. 2007 
5:00 p.m. 
Festival Ballroom 
$3 Admission includes dinner and performances 
RSVP to laniertl@jmu.edu 
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Check out 
thebreeze.org 
on Dec. 7 
for our Web site's 
newest additon: 
Breeze Blogs. 
Get excited. 
Ion t forget to check out 
!he Breeze on Thursday 
for the Exam Relief Guide 
filled with puzzles, DVD 
reviews and study tips. 
Everything you need to 
prepare for finals week! 
Results of the 
online poll: 
What should JMU 
football have done 
on the App. St 10- 
yard line with 22 
seconds left? 
What they did - rush with 
Jamal Sullivan -12 
Run a sneak with 
quarterback Rodney 
Landers - 31 
Kicked the field goal - 98 
Called time-out to talk it 
over-23 
Total votes: 164 
The Next Poll 
Question: 
How are you planning 
to handle textbook 
buybackseason? 
Vote at thebreeze.org 
Sudoku 
8 4 3 5 
5 7 6 
1 3 7 
3 
3 1 9 8 4 
6 
9 5 6 
1 2 9 
3 5 2 1 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: # #  # -#- # 
© 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman 
The Spats 
brainfreezepuzzles.com 
by Jeff Pickering 
You can't get an A on an empty 
stomach! Stop by for 
breakfast next Mon., Tues., & 
Wed. mornings before your exams. 
(starting at 9:00 a.m.) 
540-801-0660 J§ 
www.pheasantrun.net 
321 Pheasant Run Circle 
Monday - Friday 10 am - 5 pm 
(For Rent)| 
2 BEDROOM. 2 BATHROOM 
[ HOUSE on 319 Old Soulh High avail 
able now. Includes refrigeralot. Movo, 
washer/dryer. A/C. prime cnlrance. 
pnvale bath. Unfurnished, utilities 
nol included. Nice with porches and 
walking distance lo campus Group 
lease. Short term lease available K28 
IUM 
5 ROOM, 3 BATH. FURNISHED 
Townhouse   Walking Distance   July 
2008 Available $1625' month 828- 
(>4M 
N'S FEMALE ROOMMATE WANT- 
ED Spacious room w' own entrance 
and full bath. Rent $375/mo plus wa- 
ter/ electric. I mile from JMU email 
haker2jKiijmu.edu or call (540) 560 
3379 
HOUSE FOR RENT 282 Canlrell 
Avenue (great location across 
from hospital! 3 br. 15 bath, off- 
street parking. DSL $l200'monih 
cantrellhouseslrigmail.com 
293 CAMPBELL ST available. Year- 
ly lease June 1. 2008 Call 433-6047 
or 271-1952. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT $400 per 
month for mom in townhouse. One 
block walk to campus All unlilics 
included in rent, cable, electricity, 
water, internet, etc. Back yard and 
large basement Two 20 year old male 
roomates JMU students. Easy |ota| 
and good time. Call 804-339-3259 or 
email emmonsmCtvcu.edu for infor- 
mation 
HOUSES FOR RENT. 12 South Av 
enue 5 BR. 1355 South Main Street 
4 BR. 157 Port Republic Road 2 BR. 
1351 South Main 2 BR (540) 433- 
2126 
SQUIRE HILL SPRING 2008 sub- 
lease, one bedroom available. $365. 
rent negotiable (5401 273-8311 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APART- 
MENT. Great location, washer/dryer. 
AC. no pets. Available 12/1. $545 
(540)433-1569 
HUNTERS   RIDGE   4   BED   APT 
Now accepting applicants for 2008- 
2009 school year 4 bedrooms. 
2 bath. New kitchen appliances 
Rent only $250'person plus utili 
tick. Completely Furnished. Email 
c.rahamcracker9294l comcast net or 
call Jim (4101 245-4478 (410) 245- 
4478(410)2454478 
ROOMMATE WANTED Spring se 
mester in Sunchase $360 mo. VIHIT 
own bathroom, pets allowed. Call lo 
set up a meeting (703) 9944)098 
SPRINGIWSUBLET 2 side-by side 
Soulh View bedrooms available for 
the Spring semester Each room has 
its own bathroom and large closcl 
Also looking to swap places! 631- 
877-39X6 
TOWNHOME 3 bedroom. I 5 bath 
duplex townhouse All appliances in- 
cluded. Good storage. Quiet. Avail- 
able Dec. or Jan. $720'montfi (540) 
908-9101 or (540)434-211X1 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 1390 I 
Hunter. Ridge Two bedroom apart 
menl need one person to rent other 
room. Big room, spit all utilities 
Rent is 385 a month. For Questions 
please call Brian at (443) 605-3767 
(For Sale) 
LED GROW LIGHTS Very low 
wattage. Warm-to-lhe-touch. www 
LEDGrowLighls.com 877 LED 
GROW 
GIFTS FOR PARENTS HAND 
PAINTED Perfect gift ideas for par 
ems. alumni, fnends and tailgating 
l.iii.ii>. ill llandpainted wine'martini/ 
highball glasses in JMU. VT. UVA 
colon + lots more!!. Also Slumped 
Bottle cheese trays! Large selection 
at THE COTTAGE (197 South Av 
enue and Rl 42). The OASIS (Main 
and Water Streets Downtown). Hur- 
ry .. YOU and your gifts will be a 
hit! Affordable! (717)475-2461 
SPORTS. FITNESS Schwinn 410i 
Elliptical Machine, fitness ■ <nu-r 
quality, excellent condition, used 
less than 100 hn. Paid $1800. asking 
$900 (540)828-2377 
(Help Wanted] 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 200 lem 
pm.tr> openings Deliver ihe new 
Shcn lcI Telephone Books in your 
area Quick pay and a genenius auto 
allowance. Musi be 18 yrv of age, 
valid drivers license and proof of 
insurance (8001422 1953 (em Ml 
 SA4.WrMur.Fn  
www.thebreeze.org 
It's all the convenience of 
The Breeze, without the 
messy paper work! 
www.thebreeze.org 
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SEMESTER BREAK WORK!!" * 
$17.00 Base-Appt • I -5 week work 
program ' Apply NOW. begin after 
nn.iK' " Flexible schedules • Can 
s-i'ininue in spring &. summer " CUl 
lomer tales/service " Conditions Ap 
ply * All ages is. • Possible who! 
arships * All major, considered * 
Fairfiu/NOVA 703-359-7600 • New- 
portNew-1757 594-0100' Rkfanogd 
804-270-4300 ' Virginia Beach 757- 
557-0080 • temettcrbreakwofk com 
LEARN TO BARTEND job place 
ment payment plans jiggenhartendi 
ngschoolta hot mail com (540( 671 
1202 
CASH FOR SPRING BREAK Ac- 
tively recruiting college siudcnls io 
operate their own campus business 
No experience needed. $250 $400/ 
per week Start today! www. Hus- 
tle 101. com 
EXCmNC. SUMMER JOBS with 
weekends free' Holiday Lake 4 
H Center is seeking applicants lor 
summer camp staff. Benefits: Com- 
petitive salary. lob training. Room 
& Board, Laundry access. Employee 
bonuses. Scheduled nights off. An 
nual staff adventure Weekend, and 
weekends free! Employment Period: 
May I4-Aug 8.2«)8. Contact: Nate 
M.ih.iiics (Program Director) 434- 
248-5444 nmahanesd vt.edu or visit 
our website at wwwholiday I ake4h 
ext vtedubOAA 
ATTENTION STUDENT You can 
still earn money in time for Christ- 
mas! And beyond! No risk. easy, 
fun and can be very lucrative! Sec 
ihis url http" hnyurl com;2kj34l or 
email fc youcandreantd webtv net. 
And I will forward that link Phone 
me it 540.801.0120. 
NOTICE  SEEKERS OF TRUTH   in- 
expensive KJV Bible correspondence 
courses. Beginner (John's QtMpel] 
through tough (Stewardship. Fasting. 
Nnrinrsisiancet Snail mail: Lamp and 
Light. 26 Road 5577. Farmington. NM 
87401-1436 
JAMAICA SPRING 
BREAK 2008 
( Wanted 
IBARTENDING! $250/ Day Po- 
tential. No Experience Necessary. 
Training Available 0100)963-6520 
XT2I2 
EARN MONEY $$$ MottaMd -ell 
starters for beverage distribution 
business  Lifelong income potential 
15401 Kid 4(11 
(Travel) 
THE JAMAICA MUSIC 
FESTIVAl FEATURING 
ARTISTS SUCH AS: 
SNAGGY, BEENIE MAN. 
and much, much morel 
Conctrl Dales: March 3rd 
10th. 17th » 24th 
Book Your Trip Today! Contact: 
1800 641 4(49 1.100 416.7710 
IJ^^^^HDM3 
NAGS HEAD 4 Month Student 
Summer Rentals, May-Aug. tea 
bwwwuNy BOM (252) 253 6321 
SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Trips. 
Bam Cash and Go Free Call tor 
group discounts. BeM deals guaran 
teed! Info1 Reservations WKI MS 
4K49 www.slMravel.coni 
JMl SPRING BREAK 
4 & 7 night tnps Urn prices guaran 
iMd I tii'iip «li«.uunts for K* Book 
20 people, gel 3 free trips! Campus 
Reps needed www sludentcitv.com oi 
800-2V.'-I445 
Wake 'n Bake Spring Break "08 
•raanti* a 
small fjrauf* 
J. Tra*al  Inil 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
I.800.416./H0 
Beginning next semester! 
200809 
the 
BsfifiZC 
Advertising 
staff 
is hiring 
Looking for skilled 
graphic designers 
and hardworking, 
motivated 
salespeople 
call 540-568-6127 for more information 
FALL'07 - 
NOT OWNING A TOOTHBRUSH, 
USING YOUR 
ROOMMATE'S... AND BEING FINE 
WITH THAT 
The Breeze 
l. Sailboat pick-me-up 
2. Fresh read twice a week 
Make sure you 
pick up your 
EXAM RELIEF 
GUIDE 
in Thursday's 
issue of 
THE BREEZE 
to+o« r\»n cw^ 
\i\00 cSk^" ■m\ neW 
wleV 
<J$5 TOYOTA ®TOYOTA 
*?&*r 
*0 buyatoyota.com 
'•'&*x f* dot* 
•NOT All CUSTOMERS Will QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS TEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNFITTED TOYOTA MODUS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA 
DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES SEE DEALER OR VISIT WWWT0Y0FAFINANCIAL.COM/FINANCE FOR DETAILS. COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM IS SUBJE010 CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME 
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Check out Thursdays issue for the last Breeze of the semester! 
Great Wok Combo Platters 
now accepted at 
•fias Grocery shopping is now easier than ever with the 
James Madison University JACard and MARTIN'S. 
2035 East Market St., Harrisonburg VA 
We accept Cash, Credit and FLEX 
22 Terri Drive 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540)  8OI-8I6O 
College Special 
Extra Large 1 Topping Pizza 
$6.99 
Expire ia/,5        Free Delivery 
College Special 
Specialty 10" Pizza 
$599 
For Students 
Free DeHvery_ y.-^m^i^^ 
Caribbean Tan 
JMU's 3 Best Locations 
AtroM Tht JMU Entrance       H*rmonburg Clotting        Food Lion Shopping Centre 
DlBHMhideAw 215BurgtuRoKj 1019 Port Rcpubht Ro*d 
S40437-93M 540-4M99M S404S19989 
December Specials 
T ~$49 1 Buy 1 Mystic Spray | K QU j Buy 1 Month All Beds 
Get 2 I ▼ 1       Get 1 Month 
rpCC For s sessions 1     rprr 
|\LC ' ImcludMalltwhl I IlLL 
Student Specials - v. 
X-Large Ch«eie Pizza 
Large 1 -Topping Pizza 
Medium 2 -Topping Pizza 
Medium 1 -Topping Pizza 
A FREE 20oz. Cok« 
Medium Cheese Pizza 
A FREE Breadsticks 
I 3 Medurn One Topping Pizzas  Q No tXtimy Chora* Q 
433-2300 
31 MiHer Cr /JMU 
433-3111 
41 Burgess U /Port U 
Are yon a JAC-accepting 
Harrisonburg business? 
Stay tuned for new Breeze advertising 
specials next semesterl 
cull 668-0139 for more Information 
!J^5   Grant Your Dad's Christmas Wish! 
Authorized Retail Dealer        "Give the Perfect Gift your Dad will use!" A gift certificate from Sears! 
Wide-screen TVs, Tools, Appliances, 
Lawn Care, Electronics, Fitness 
Equipment, Grills, Microwaves and More! 
We Sell Craftsman, Kenmore, Sony, 
NordicTrack, Hitachi and more! 
JMU STUDENTS 
Give your Dad the gift of a wide 
screen TV. Sears gift certificates 
NEVER expire and can be used at 
any Sears! 
The New 
HARRISONBURG 
SEARS 
Under New 
Ownership 
Visit Sears in Harrisonburg at 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center, located 
behind Shoneys. in the old Ski and 
Skate building. 
c,   lr, „     ?e,arS ,,      Monday    Friday 9 00am to 7 00pm 51 J Burgess Road Harrisonburg. Va 22801 Saturday 9 00am - 6 00pm 
Roger Engel - Owner Sunday 12:00 - 5 00pm 
• 
• « ».«AW.'.', I2«£ 
